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Olympe Chambrionne 
Proto-Feminist Protest and 

Imagination in the Fantastic Fiction of 
Marie-Anne Roumier-Robert

Although, as I have previously noted in these pages, feminist 
politics did not take its first giant stride forward in France 
until the publication of Olympe de Gouges’s Declaration of 
the Rights of Women, issued in association with the Revolution 
of 1789—which got its author sent to the guillotine during 
the Terror—the sentiments contained therein had been 
stirring for some time in the works of numerous female nov-
elists. Most such novelists, of course, produced “naturalistic 
fiction” in which settings and storylines pretended to depict 
the world as it was; while frequently protesting against its 
iniquities, there was not much scope in their plots for spec-
ulating about how things might be different. There were, 
however, two genres of fiction produced in the early eigh-
teenth century with noticeable frequency that offered ready 
opportunity for the imagination of alternative states of being: 

Aurora by Kim Stanley Robinson 
reviewed by Gregory Benford

New York: Orbit Books, 2015; $26.00 hc; 466 pages

Envisioning Starflight Failing

Human starflight yawns as a vast prospect, one many think 
impossible. To arrive in a single lifetime demands high speeds 
approaching that of light, especially for target stars such as 
Tau Ceti, about twelve light-years away.

Generation ships form the only technically plausible 
alternative method, implying large biospheres stable over 
centuries. Or else a species with lifetimes of centuries, which 
for fundamental biological reasons seems doubtful. (Antag-
onistic plieotropy occurs in evolution, i.e., gene selection 
resulting in competing effects, some beneficial in the short 
run for reproduction but others detrimental in the long.) So 
for at least for a century or two ahead of us, generation ships 
(“space arks”) may be essential.

Aurora depicts a starship on a long voyage to Tau Ceti four 
centuries from now. It is shaped like a car axle with two large 
wheels turning for centrifugal gravity. The biomes along 
their rims support many Earthly life zones that need con-
stant tending to be stable. They’re voyaging to Tau Ceti, so 
the title (and the name of the planet at which they arrive) is a 
reference to Isaac Asimov’s The Robots of Dawn, which is also 
placed on a world orbiting Tau Ceti named Aurora. Arrival at 
the Earthlike moon of a superEarth primary brings celebra-
tion, exploration and a look at how complex an interstellar 
expedition four centuries from now can be in both tech-
nology and society.

In 2012, Robinson declared in a Scientific American inter-
view, “It’s a joke and a waste of time to think about starships 
or inhabiting the galaxy. It’s a systemic lie that science fiction 
tells the world that the galaxy is within our reach.” Aurora 
spells this out through unlikely plot devices. Robinson loads 
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Proto-Feminist Protest and Imagination ...
continued from page 1 

utopian satire and “fakeloristic” fantasy largely inspired by 
the popularity of Antoine Galland’s Mille-et-une nuits.

Many of the female writers of the period dabbled in the latter 
to some extent, but one who ventured into both, and there-
fore warrants particular attention was the author of Voyages 
de Milord Céton dans les sept planettes, ou Le Nouveau Mentor, 
first published in four separately issued volumes in The Hague 
in 1765–66, with the by-line “traduits par Madame de R.R.” It 
was subsequently reprinted in volumes seventeen and eighteen 
of Charles Garnier’s collection of Voyages Imaginaires, songes, 
visions et romans cabalistiques [Imaginary Voyages, Dreams, 
Visions and Cabalistic Fictions] in 1787. Garnier also reprinted 
the same author’s much shorter novella, Les Ondins, conte moral 
(1768), a more colorful and freewheeling fantasy, which—in 
spite of its apologetic subtitle—is a pure entertainment.

The former work represents the “seven planets”—the 
Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, the Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn—
as Earth-clone worlds in each of which a single human 
penchant is exaggerated to become an overriding theme of 
existence, thus exposing it to analysis, criticism, and some-
times ridicule. Venus, not unnaturally, is a planet ruled—quite 
literally—by Amour, but it is also a world in which the balance 
of power between the sexes is allegedly equalized. This is a 
translation of the summary of the society of the “Idalians” 
offered by the story’s narrator, Lord Céton (who, because 
he is supposed to be English, is called Seaton in the English 
translation, The Voyages of Lord Seaton to the Several Planets):

The Idaliennes, more skillful than the women of our 
world, do not recognize the rights that men have 
judged it wise appropriate to claim for themselves, nor 
the severe rules that are imposed upon them; they say 
that they are almost impossible to observe. It is true that 
on our world men think they have the right to demand 
everything. They take their generosity so far as to attri-
bute to women a great deal of weakness and more 
vivacity in their passions, and simultaneously demand 
more strength than they have themselves to surmount 
them; I would like to ask them whence comes that 
exclusive privilege of being able to anticipate all their 
desires, yield to all their impulses and only listen to the 
voice of nature, while they scarcely accord to women 
the faculty of vegetation; they only regard them as 
automata, who should only serve as the ornament of a 
drawing room , which they would like to decorate with 
various changes.

It would be necessary, to judge with equity the weak-
ness and flighty humor that is said to be the portion of 
the fair sex, to reduce things to a fair equality, in order 
to be able to examine, setting prejudice apart, whether, 
in spite of the frivolity attributed to women, they are 
not a thousand times less inconstant than men. It is well 
known that when a fop becomes unfaithful, his conduct 
is justified to all those of his species; no one bothers 
to protest against his perfidy, and the mistress he has 

abandoned becomes one triumph more for him; but if 
that mistress wants to avenge herself on the infidel by 
substituting a new lover for him, it is settled that she is a 
coquette, fickle and perfidious, and the entire nation of 
lovers condemns her without appeal. The same action 
that adds to the glory of the man dooms forever the 
woman who has been unfortunate enough to conceive 
a liking for him and confide herself to his probity.

Meanwhile, women are incessantly decried; they are 
accused of inconstancy and infidelity; a virtue proof 
against anything is demanded of them, and the unjust 
men who have made the laws want to reduce them to 
a harsh slavery, while they accord themselves a com-
plete liberty. The consequence of that is what one sees 
every day, which is to say that a surly, jealous, eccen-
tric, bigoted, or miserly husband imagines a thousand 
chimeras and mistakes the frenetic visions that agitate 
him for realities, which he publishes loudly; then all 
of marital society takes his side, condemning the wife 
without a hearing, and all women in general find them-
selves engulfed by the devastating verdict that the 
jealous senate delivers against them.

I am always astonished that women do not band 
together, that they have not imagined forming a sep-
arate society, in order to avenge themselves on the 
injustices that men do to them; may I live long enough 
to see that fortunate usage of their courage! But until 
now they have been too coquettish and too dissipated 
to occupy themselves seriously with the interests of 
their sex. I have noticed on almost all the worlds that 
it is nothing but self-regard and vanity that enchains 
them; personal interest comes to the rescue of a heart 
already seduced by the lure of the pleasure they promise 
themselves, and which often only resides in their imag-
ination; those are doubtless the reasons that prevent 
them from banding together, and which make them 
abandon the common cause.

In fact, that summary is not really borne out by the more 
elaborate description of Idalian society painted in the novel 
both in the section of the main narrative that describes the 
exceedingly peculiar adventure of Céton (turned by his tute-
lary genius into a fly) as he witnesses the methodical and 
overwrought seduction of his sister Monime (temporarily 
deprived of her sense of identity by the same genius) by the 
charming but flawed Prince Petulant, while tormented by a 
seemingly incestuous jealousy and in the various inserted 
stories bulking out that section of the narrative. In all those 
accounts, the initiative supposedly shared equally by Idalian 
women seems to be exercised entirely by men, and the stan-
dard perfidies of man’s inhumanity to woman run riot as they 
seem to do on all the other planets, not excluding the Sun, the 
other world where a more equal balance is reported to have 
been achieved.

The report on the Sun’s egalitarian principles is deliv-
ered by Zachiel, the tutelary genius and “new Mentor” who 
is taking Céton and Monime on their educational tour of the 
planets:
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In this world, men have no superiority over women 
unless virtue, science, common sense, and reason gives 
it to them. It is certain that a woman can equally well 
possess all these gifts, especially when she receives the 
same education; these have that advantage; they are 
taught the same sciences and the same talents; it is by 
means of that education that they acquire the accuracy 
of reasoning in useful and necessary knowledge. From 
birth they are taught to think justly, to reflect, and to 
speak reasonably about all things; one can say that there 
is scarcely anywhere except this world where their ver-
itable triumph is established because common sense, 
intelligence, and erudition shine equally in all their 
expressions—which proves that the truth resembles 
light and that it strikes all minds attentive to seeking it.

Nature, always judicious and liberal in distributing 
to humans an equal portion of her gifts, has not had 
the pretention to favor one sex over the other. I do not 
know by what fatality women on other worlds have 
been forbidden an exact and profound knowledge of all 
the sciences; one can never offer them an insult more 
marked, the consequences of which are more deadly; 
for it is certain that it is only the ignorance in which 
they are raised that occasions their weaknesses, their 
superstitions, and all their deviations.

That is one thing that you ought to have noticed on 
all the worlds we have visited. You are not unaware that 
the majority of pretty women almost always spend half 
the day on their toilette; they are seen to examine with 
expert care the relationship that foreign ornaments 
have with their face and only settle on one or another 
embellishment after the most scrupulous examination 
of the effect that it ought to produce on their charms; 
what ought to be presumed of the time that the old and 
the ugly spend on it, especially when the graces con-
tribute nothing of their counsels.

You will not see here, either, those women who, with 
simple and stupid expressions, listen to the numerous 
discourses of numbskulls as frivolous as butterflies, 
who only deign to talk to them with a view to seducing 
them by the false impressions that they create in their 
minds. People are unaware, or seem to be unaware, on 
several of those worlds of the utility that is obtained 
by giving women a suitable education, which would 
procure both sexes their happiness and tranquility. 
Those reflections, which are usually the prerogative 
of a genius, are self-evident to the way of thinking and 
acting of the inhabitants of the sun.

Again, this description is not really borne out by what Céton 
and Monime observe on the Sun, and that section of the text 
actually serves to demonstrate the author’s woeful lack of a 
scientific education as she strives heroically but impotently 
to offer an account of what all the scientific geniuses reincar-
nated on the sun have discovered, sometimes employing them 
as mouthpieces in order to misinterpret their own work. She 
is particularly fond of astronomy—the idea of it, at least—and 
gives the ex-astronomers of Earth a chapter all to themselves 

in order to wax lyrical on the joy of their recent observations, 
but seems blithely unaware of the incongruity of her parallel 
insistence that there is perpetual daylight on the sun and no 
darkness: a factor that is surely inconvenient for the exercise 
of an astronomical vocation. The sequence set on the Sun is 
also blithely anachronistic, as the story is supposed to be set 
in the seventeenth century Céton and Monime being refu-
gees fleeing from persecution by Oliver Cromwell although 
many of the scientists they meet on the Sun did not die until 
long thereafter.

Again, although Zachiel insists that the section of the City 
of the Philosophers attributed to women is well populated, 
the author cannot actually think of very many wise women 
who might be found there, although the list of men who 
briefly dazzle Monime with their supposed wisdom extends 
to dozens. This is the whole of Céton’s note on the women’s 
quarter:

When we arrived at the arbor, the genius pointed out 
Madame de Maintenon, who, with a majestic and tender 
expression, was showing Madame de Sévigné several 
letters that a skillful secretary had written in her name 
but which she disavowed in part. Sappho, Deshoulieres, 
de Villedieu, and several others were walking on the 
terrace, among whom the genius pointed out to us the 
ingenious du Châtelet, the Urania of a scholar of our 
world, whom Zachiel assured us is one of the greatest 
geniuses of our century.

The references to the French female poets are to Antoi-
nette du Ligier de la Garde Deshoulières (1638–1694) and 
Marie-Catherine Desjardins de Villedieu (c1640–1683). The 
ultimate reference is to Voltaire—still alive and very active 
when the text was published—who was famously accom-
modated for some time by Émilie du Châtelet (1706–1749). 
Although the latter’s “ingenuity” is summarily credited, no 
mention is made of her actual contributions to science; it has 
to be admitted, however, that they were not widely publicized 
at the time, and it is only recently that modern feminists have 
begun the work of trying to obtain due credit for them.

“Madame de R.R.” was, of course, the author rather than the 
translator of the work in question: Marie-Anne de Roumier-
Robert (1705–1771). She had been born into an aristocratic 
family that had already come down in the world consider-
ably by the time she was born. Her paternal grandfather had 
been a provincial prosecutor in the employment of the State, 
but her father was obliged to go into commerce to make a 
living; her mother, whose maiden name was Bourée, was 
the daughter of an advocate. Her father was acquainted with 
Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle (1657–1757), the author of 
Entretiens sur a pluralité des mondes (1686; tr. as Conversations 
on the Plurality of Worlds), an enormously influential popu-
larization of the Copernican theory of the solar system. She 
met Fontenelle on more than one occasion when he came to 
dine in their home and retained a sufficiently elevated idea 
of his importance to grant him an anachronistic place of 
honor on the Sun, but if she ever read his masterpiece she 
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does not seem to have taken its lessons aboard as her own 
account of the nature of the solar system is extremely con-
fused, and poor Monime remains utterly bewildered, even 
after listening to Ptolemy and Copernicus debating the issue 
and receiving brief tuition from Kepler and Newton.

Marie-Anne de Roumier’s parents died while she was still 
a child, and the debts her father left caused a posthumous 
bankruptcy that left her devoid of any inheritance; the rel-
ative who became her guardian by default immediately put 
her into a convent from which she emerged only in order to 
be married off to an advocate by the name of Robert. The 
only biographical memoir written by someone who appar-
ently knew the author, Joseph de Laporte—it is contained in 
volume five of Histoire littéraire des femmes françoises (1769)—
has nothing to say about Monsieur Robert except that he was 
highly esteemed in his profession and does not make any 
mention of his age at the time of the marriage or his death, 
The preface of Voyages de Milord Céton finds the author alone 
and “without support” in struggling with her many tribula-
tions and strongly suggests that she had been a widow for 
some while. Laporte also reports that her health was poor 
and she was often ill.

Whether she was widowed before she started or not, it was 
not until relatively late in life that Madame Robert decided 
to try her hand at writing. She might have taken some inspi-
ration from the examples set by Madeleine de Scudery and 
Madame de La Fayette a century earlier in the days when 
the Roumier family was peripherally associated with Louis 
XIV’s court or from the slightly more recent success of Fran-
coise de Graffigny, but she was undoubtedly primarily aware 
of and influenced by some of the successful contemporaries 
featured alongside her in Laporte’s volume on the works 
of living female writers where she features in second place, 
behind the former actress Marie-Jeanne Riccoboni (1714–
1792) and ahead of Madeleine de Puisieux (1720–1798), 
an occasional collaborator with Denis Diderot. Madame 
Robert’s works followed a pattern not dissimilar to theirs, 
including both naturalistic “sensibility novels”—the ances-
tors of stereotyped modern love stories, which included but 
were not initially prompted by Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Julie, 
ou La Nouvelle Heloïse (1761; tr. as The New Heloise)—and 
fantastic “moral tales” borrowing motifs eclectically from 
Galland’s pastiches of Arabic folktales, Madame d’Aulnoy’s 
contes des fées [a term usually translated, dubiously, as “fairy 
tales”], and classical mythology.

Madame Robert had published two sensibility novels 
prior to venturing into new literary territory in Voyages de 
Milord Céton, the first of which, La Paysanne philosophe, ou Les 
Aventures de Madame la Comtesse de **** [The Philosophical 
Peasant] (1761–62), had detailed the complex but relentlessly 
moral love life of an orphan peasant girl adopted and brought 
up by an aristocratic woman. That novel was reprinted three 
times and thus appears to have been considerably more suc-
cessful than La Voix de la nature, ou Les Aventures de Madame la 
Marquise de **** [The Voice of Nature] (1764), another tale of a 
plucky orphan in determined quest of true love. The plaintive 
preface to Voyages de Milord Céton, as well as certain com-
ments in the account of life on the Moon, suggests that the 

relative failure of the second novel might well have impelled 
her to attempt something more eye-catchingly unusual as a 
measure of desperation. The text of Voyages de Milord Céton 
contains more than one passage suggesting, somewhat dis-
ingenuously, a strong disapproval of the public’s liking for 
such fantastic works, but if Madame Robert felt some resent-
ment at the fact that she was pandering to that supposedly 
unhealthy appetite, it certainly did not prevent her doing so 
wholeheartedly and at great length.

The first volume of Voyages de Milord Céton , which only 
contains the description of the Moon, although the preface 
and the opening sequence clearly indicate the intention to 
take in the entire solar system, belongs to the tradition of 
lunar satires spectacularly launched in France by the post-
humous publication of Cyrano de Bergerac’s L’Autre monde, 
ou Les États et empires de la lune (1657; tr. as Comical History of 
the States and Empires of the Moon) and more recently carried 
forward by Charles-François Tiphaigne de Le Roche in 
“Zamar” (1754 in the second edition of Amilec; tr. as “Zamar”) 
and Le Voyageur philosophe dans un pais inconnu aux habitans de 
la Terre (1761; tr. as The Philosophical Voyager) signed “Mon-
sieur de Listonai.” Madame Robert had definitely read the 
last work as she borrowed a passage from it, rather clumsily, 
to shore up a description of laboratory apparatus in which 
she was clearly out of her depth, and she almost certainly 
read Tiphaigne’s novel too; both works carried forward in 
their own idiosyncratic fashions the traditional notion of 
the Moon as an abode of folly, which is reproduced with 
an equally idiosyncratic twist in Madame Robert’s satirical 
depiction of that particular “heaven.”

It seems probable, too, that Madame Robert was familiar 
with the Chevalier de Béthune’s Relation du monde de Mercure 
(1750; tr. as The World of Mercury); although her account of 
Mercury is very different from Béthune’s, the patchwork 
narrative strategy she employs, including both allegorical 
and anecdotal inclusions, is very similar, as is the strat-
agem of employing a prefatory account with a salamander 
to account for the existence of the main narrative. Madame 
Robert’s subtitle, however, indicates that her endeavor’s 
principal literary model is not an interplanetary fantasy but 
François Fénelon’s Les Aventures de Télémaque (1699; tr. as The 
Adventures of Telemachus), in which the protagonist is taken 
on an educational tour by his tutor, Mentor, who gives him 
extensive lectures on the kind of government that he ought to 
adopt when he succeeds his father, Ulysses, as King of Ithaca.

Madame Robert’s account of the more far-ranging edu-
cational tour to which Zachiel subjects Céton and Monime 
is to a large extent an homage and certainly echoes many 
of the criticisms that Fénelon made of the court culture of 
Louis XIV’s reign (which resulted in his expulsion therefrom) 
but also rebukes the earlier Mentor to some extent for the 
implication of lèse-majesté contained in his more radical ideas 
about parliamentary government. Although it is not explicit 
in the early sections of the novel that Monime and Céton are 
being trained for sovereignty, that does eventually turn out to 
be the case, Monime eventually being revealed as the rightful 
heir to the throne of Georgia, who is enabled by Zachiel 
to reclaim it in a strange “alternative history” that refers to 
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various individuals implicated in the seventeenth-century 
history of Georgia in our world but develops their life-sto-
ries and the fate of the nation very differently.

After publishing Voyages de Milord Céton, Madame Robert 
went on to publish a third naturalistic novel, Nicole de Beau-
vais, ou L’Amour vaincu par reconnaissance [Love Vanquished 
by Gratitude] in the same year as Les Ondins, conte moral (tr. in 
the same volume as The Voyages of Lord Seaton as “The Water-
Sprites”) three years prior to her death. Les Ondins bears a 
far closer resemblance to the whimsical fantasies produced 
by such contemporary female writers as Madame Roccoboni 
and Madame de Puisieux than Voyages de Milord Céton does 
to any other near-contemporary interplanetary fantasy, but 
it is more extravagant than the general run of such stories, 
packing in far more incident and a much greater abundance 
of disparate motifs. It also makes an interesting stylistic 
contrast with the early novel, cramming more action into 
its 33,000 words than Voyages de Milord Céton contrives to 
accommodate in more than 200,000. She published no more, 
however, before her death, and there is considerable evi-
dence in the novella that she brought it hastily to a premature 
conclusion, having intended to write far more, presumably 
because her perennial health problems had finally gotten the 
better of her.

It has to be admitted that Voyages de Milord Céton is not the 
most readable of texts even by the standards of its day; it 
is not only prolix, repetitive, and inconsistent, but in some 
respects remarkably lacking in seemingly necessary intel-
ligence although certainly not in boldness. It requires a 
defiantly eccentric courage to set out to write an interplan-
etary novel if you are not only unsure as to whether the 
Ptolemaic model the solar system or the Copernican is the 
correct one, but not even sure as to why it makes a difference 
and to offer an account of the population of the definitive 
City of Philosophers when you only have the slightest idea 
what any of the philosophers you feel obliged to name-check 
believed or opined or why it was significant.

Like many writers of philosophical extravaganzas, 
however, Madame Robert appears to have been using the 
writing of her novel as a means of attempting to clarify her 
own ideas about various matters and trying to fix her own 
moral compass by working on some difficult personal issues. 
That is undoubtedly the explanation of some of the story’s 
inconsistencies and also of its incessant repetition of the con-
clusions it attains. Not all the issues in question were resolved, 
and it is arguable that the remaining ambiguities and ambiva-
lences are more revealing of her own state of mind and the 
confusions of her historical moment than the firm commit-
ments she makes.

Her attitude to war offers one interesting instance as 
her occasional polemics against it—many famous warriors 
receive exceedingly short shrift in her allegorical account of 
Céton and Monime’s visit to the Temple of Glory on Mars—
are counterbalanced by her account of Céton’s preparation 
for a military career in the same section and even more so by 
the striking intervention of Monime in the battle fought in 
the climax of the plot. Throughout the text prior to that point, 

Monime had seemed distinctly timorous and squeamish, but 
once her true royal identity is revealed to her, she unhesi-
tatingly takes command of her troops on the battlefield and 
far outdoes Céton in the business of enthusiastic slaughter; 
there if nowhere else in the plot, a reckless feminism, albeit 
of a rather suspect variety, does break traditional shackles in 
no uncertain terms. It is notable in the same context that the 
gushing depiction of the utopian world of Saturn takes it for 
granted that the planet’s inhabitants still fight wars routinely 
even though there does not appear to be any possible source 
of their provocation.

Most of the other targets of analysis and criticism 
addressed in the novel are relatively conventional: the follies 
of social affectation prominent on the Moon, the viciousness 
of avarice dominant on Mercury, and the relentless pursuit 
of social status on Jupiter are all conventional targets con-
ventionally addressed, and the accounts of those “heavens” 
lack something of the insistent quirkiness of the accounts 
of Venus and the Sun. In the same way, the account of the 
supposedly ideal society of Saturn, heavily influenced by 
the glorification of the pastoral so frequent in eighteenth-
century French fiction, also seems a trifle anemic. There is, 
however, a remarkable sequel to the account of Prince Petu-
lant’s infatuation with Monime in the sequence set on Jupiter 
where the monarch of that world, echoing the tendencies of 
his planet’s namesake, becomes determined to have his way 
with her while his Junoesque wife sets her sights imperiously 
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on Céton by way of reprisal—but the potentially interesting 
carnal threats stand no real chance of consummation with 
the ever-watchful Zachiel standing guard, and that particular 
subplot fizzles out far less melodramatically than the account 
of Prince Petulant’s eventful wedding day.

As well as the interesting and partly redeeming features 
of what might be regarded as its faults, however, Madame 
Robert’s narrative also has some striking compensatory 
virtues. Not the least of those compensations is the sheer 
bizarrerie of certain parts of the narrative, both in terms 
of the intensely exotic imagery of its odder passages—the 
visit to a comet, during which Céton and Monime observe 
a necromancer at work in spectacular fashion, is a particu-
larly striking example, although partly plagiarized from an 
obscure English text—and in the reckless mingling and con-
fusion of the literal and the metaphorical, especially in the 
elaborate ventures into mythological allegory in the sections 
set on Venus and the Sun. Although the Chevalier de Béthune 
was a far more accomplished writer than Madame Robert, 
if she was conscientiously trying to match the imaginative 
range, multiplicity, and sheer eccentricity of his account of 
the solar system, she did not do too badly.

Most of the anecdotal inclusions Madame Robert inserted 
into her main narrative as supplementary asides are relatively 
straightforward, some of them being stereotyped exercises in 
sensibility fiction, but a few push that envelope quite consider-
ably, including the most substantial ones related by secondary 
narrators on Venus, Mars, the Sun, and Saturn. The Saturn-
set chapters entitled “Le Triomphe de l’amitié” [The Triumph 
of Amity]—echoing the title of a 1751 novel falsely repre-
sented as a translation from Greek and signed “Mademoiselle 
de **” (subsequently attributed to Marianne Falques, although 
Madame Robert could not have known that)—are particularly 
striking, by virtue of a lesbian subtext that modern readers 
cannot help finding blatant although it is conceivable that con-
temporary ones might not have done so.

Interestingly, echoes of the Falques novel also seem to be 
detectable in the tales inserted in the section set on Venus 
although the ultra-respectable Madame Robert would surely 
not have borrowed anything therefrom had she known that 
the novel was the work of a defrocked nun who was forced to 
flee to England and whose subsequent literary works became 
increasingly scandalous and seditious. Marianne Falques 
(c.1720–1785), who routinely introduced particules into 
various spellings of her own name and various supplements 
thereto, including de Vaucluse and de la Cépèdes, subse-
quently worked with William Beckford on his translations 
of Arabic materials and on the composition of Vathek and 
its episodes—originally written in French—which contain 
echoes of her own Oriental fantasy, Abbassai (1753). Most of 
her works in English as well as French were published anon-
ymously, and some undoubtedly remain unattributed. She 
might well have been a far more feminist and far more inter-
esting writer than Madame Robert had she actually contrived 
to publish more in the hostile literary marketplace in which 
she had to operate.

Returning to Madame Roberts, Les Ondins, being a pure 
entertainment, is certainly less ambitious than Voyages de 

Milord Céton, tackling no issues beyond the author’s intel-
lectual reach, but it makes the most of her undoubted 
imaginative ambition in its hectic and zestful eclecticism. It 
is not without interest from a feminist viewpoint in its depic-
tion of a realm from which men have been banished, to which 
the young heroine, Princess Tramarine, is exiled when an 
unfortunate oracle suggests to her parents that there might 
be some danger in keeping her around. (Naturally, as is the 
way with oracles, the reaction eventually precipitates the 
disaster it was attempting to avert.)

The all-female realm in question, Castora, is saved from 
a potential population problem after Queen Pentaphile ban-
ishes men therefrom by the intervention of the goddess Pallas, 
who causes a magic spring to rise there in which virgins only 
have to bathe in order to become pregnant, giving birth exclu-
sively to female children. Such bathing becomes a carefully 
regulated ritual that works very smoothly until Tramarine’s 
turn comes and she creates an enormous scandal by giving 
birth to a boy, thus kick-starting the action of the plot. That 
plot involves the forced removal of her child, her imprison-
ment and vengeful persecution by an evil sorceress, and her 
ultimate rescue by the supernatural author of her disgrace. 
The latter turns out to be the son of the king of the ondins, 
water elementals who also have the job supervising a kind 
of hell—the very opposite of an inferno—in which human 
sinners are posthumously punished by being made to drink a 
special kind of tea.

Tramarine’s child is not the only baby misplaced in the 
course of the intricate plot, nor is he the only one who grows 
up to fulfill an exceedingly odd destiny although all of those 
subplots are swiftly curtailed when the novella is rapidly 
wound up. In the end, Pentaphile’s amazon realm is doomed, 
allegedly as punishment for her unjust treatment of Trama-
rine, and “normal” order is restored there, but the description 
of it in the early chapters detailing its history and Tramarine’s 
life in Pentaphile’s court betrays an unmistakable fascina-
tion on the author’s part, and it is, at least arguably, the most 
interesting of all her utopias. The story eventually gets lost 
in the maze of its own complications and leaves dozens of 
loose ends, but its narrative exuberance is quite extraordi-
nary, and it deserves to be reckoned an eccentric classic of 
fantastic fiction; it has closer affiliations with modern fantasy 
fiction than most contemporary works in a similar vein. It 
makes one wonder what the author might have produced had 
she shed her narrative inhibitions a little earlier in life and 
allowed her imagination that kind of free rein when she was 
closer to her prime.

It is not easy nowadays to sympathize with some of 
Madame Robert’s views. Her intransigent monarchism and 
her absolutist views on sexual morality seem a trifle manic. 
Both attitudes were more than a trifle old-fashioned in her 
own day, but no one who encountered her works in the 1760s 
really wanted to be Mentored in the fashion that Voyages de 
Milord Céton set out to preach to them, and her contemporary 
readers undoubtedly found the two fantasies translated here 
interesting for much the same reasons that modern readers 
can still find some interest in them: their strangeness, their 
fervor, and their occasional sarcastic wit. It is hard nowadays 
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not to regret that the feminist opinions that crop up occasion-
ally in both texts were not extrapolated more fully and were 
routinely contradicted by the convention-bound course of the 
narratives, but that very ambivalence and contradiction help to 
make the leading female characters, especially Monime—the 
real hero of Voyages de Milord Céton—a little more interesting 
than the stereotyped heroines of sensibility novels.

Although undoubtedly long-winded and sprawling—in a 
manner far from unfashionable in its day—Voyages de Milord 
Céton’s panoramic view of human life, divided up in order 
to emphasize different features in turn, does add up, jigsaw-
style, to an original and worthwhile whole, and the far more 
economical condensation of a similar whole featured in Les 
Ondins makes the latter into a useful and charmingly playful 

supplement to the longer work. It has to be admitted that 
Madame Robert’s latent feminist consciousness did not, in the 
end, contrive to raise itself very far, but when one considers the 
position from which it started and the environment in which 
it had to work, the fact that it stirred at all is grounds for some 
approval. Lacking the scope that she afforded Monime in her 
whimsical fantasy, there was little she could achieve herself, in 
practical terms, either in life or her literary work, but she did 
make an effort, and it did not go entirely to waste, thus setting 
a good example for the female writers who were to follow her, 
writers who would overtake her by far. 

Olympe Chambrionne is busy finding good examples for those 
who follow. 

Chasing the Phoenix by Michael Swanwick 
reviewed by Joe Sanders

New York: Tor Books, 2015, $26.99 hc; 304 pages

“Lightweight” is not the same thing as negligible, okay?
With that in mind, let’s consider Michael Swanwick’s 

latest novel, Chasing the Phoenix. As Swanwick commented in 
a recent Coode Street podcast, the Darger and Surplus stories 
began not with an idea but an image, a foppishly dressed man 
meeting a bipedal, vocal, and equally foppishly dressed dog. 
Aubrey Darger is the man; Sir Blackthorpe Ravenscairn de 
Plus Precieux, who graciously allows himself to be called 
simply Sir Plus (thus “Surplus”), is the dog. They meet in an 
unsettled, propitious time for scoundrels. Humanity had 
achieved Utopia with electronic tools, but it recognized the 
risk of being replaced by its machines and tried to stamp 
them out. But many AIs still survive, insanely hating all bio-
logical life and anxious to destroy it whenever possible. 
Besides a general regression to the political landscape of the 
nineteenth century, the landscape is dotted with survivals 
of Utopian technology—as seen in the genetically tweaked 
Surplus himself. Surely such a pair of clever rogues can prof-
itably exploit the many possibilities open to them....

Well, not quite. For one thing, Darger and Surplus are not 
utterly unscrupulous; they want wealth, comfort, and sex, but 
they’re not willing to do quite anything to succeed. They’re 
not, for example, as selfish and vicious as Harry Flashman. 
For another, they have consistently bad luck, being forced 
to flee each adventure with only a few baubles though still 
with undying optimism. As Swanwick himself says, they are 
“catalysts of change,” eternal innocents who are “putting an 
end to the old world” while basically hoping to scavenge loot 
from the rubble. For still another, aware of their own cynical 
sanity, they can’t avoid the insanity swirling around them. In 
short, they have a knack for finding themselves trapped in 
difficult, overcomplicated schemes. And thus they are them-
selves, usually without knowing it, very funny.

Three early stories in the series are in the 2007 Tachyon 
collection The Dog Said Bow-Wow, the title story of which, 

besides introducing the roguish antiheroes and launching 
them on their unintended tour of the world, won the 2002 
Hugo Award. The first Darger and Surplus novel was Dancing 
with Bears (Night Shade Books, 2011), set in Russia and 
packing much tension and danger with the humor. Chasing 
the Phoenix moves to China, where the Hidden King is plot-
ting to bring the whole country under his control. Darger 
and Surplus join his campaign as Perfect Strategist and Noble 
Dog Warrior, unaware that his real goal is to complete his 
glorious destiny by obtaining and detonating a hydrogen 
bomb, The Phoenix Bride.

Going for them are their grasp of ancient wisdom (“‘The 
Spider Hero lived his life by this maxim: He who possesses 
great power is burdened also with great responsibility’—The 
Sayings of the Perfect Strategist”), by their ability to see through 
vainglorious pretention (and to encourage it for their own 
ends), and by an incredible run of good luck as all their plans 
succeed flawlessly (an unlikely happening that Swanwick 
uses later in the plot). As the sample of traditional wisdom 
above suggests, this a book that has a lot of fun with pompous 
role-playing, with straight-faced mockery and wonderment 
at how people manage to screw up passionate attachments.

And that’s what Chasing the Phoenix is: a lot of fun. Darger 
and Surplus do help to prevent the Hidden King’s plan, and to 
that extent they serve a serious purpose. But that’s incidental 
to their schemes, and at the novel’s end they are packed off to 
somewhere else, still optimistic that the next adventure will 
lead to their big payoff. If you want to see this as an “enter-
tainment” in Graham Greene’s sense of a book that looks 
lightweight but has serious content—well, okay. All you need 
to do, though, is relax and simply enjoy a good-natured, well-
constructed story, intelligently and wittily told. That should 
be enough. 

Joe Sanders lives in Mentor, Ohio.
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Aurora
continued from page 1 

the dice quite obviously against interstellar exploration. A 
brooding pessimism dominates the novel.

There are scientific issues that look quite unlikely but 
are not central to the novel’s theme. A “magnetic scissors” 
method of launching a starship seems plagued with prob-
lems, for example. But the intent is clear through its staging 
and plot.

I’ll discuss the quality of the argument Aurora attempts, 
with spoilers.

Plot Contrivances

The earlier nonfiction misgivings of physicist Paul Davies (in 
Starship Century) and biologist E.O. Wilson (in The Meaning 
of Human Existence) about living on exoplanets echo pro-
foundly here. As a narrator remarks, “Suspended in their 
voyage as they had been, there had never been anything to 
choose, except methods of homeostasis.” Though the voy-
agers in Aurora include sophisticated biologists, adjusting 
Earth life to even apparently simple worlds proves hard, 
maybe impossible.

The moon Aurora is seemingly lifeless. Yet it has Earth-
levels of atmospheric oxygen, which somehow the advanced 
science of four centuries hence thinks could have survived 
from its birth, a very unlikely idea (no rust?—this is, after all, 
what happened to Mars). Plot contrivance #1.

This elementary error made by Earthside biologists brings 
about the demise of their colony plans in a gripping plot turn 
that leads to gathering desperation.

The lovingly described moon holds some nanometers-
sized mystery organism that is “Maybe some interim step 
toward life, with some of the functions of life, but not all ... in 
a good matrix they appear to reproduce. Which I guess means 
they’re a life-form. And we appear to be a good matrix.” So a 
pathogen evolved on a world without biology? Plot contriv-
ance #2.

Plans go awry. Backup plans do, too. “Vector, disease, 
pathogen, invasive species, bug; these were all Earthly terms 
... various kinds of category error.”

What to do? Factions form amid the formerly placid star-
ship community of about 2000. Until then, the crew had felt 
themselves to be the managers of biomes, farming and fixing 
their ship with a bit of assistance from a web of AIs, humming 
in the background.

Robinson has always favored collective governance, no 
markets, not even currencies, none of that ugly capitalism—
yet somehow resources get distributed, conflicts get worked 
out. No more. Not here, under pressure. The storyline pri-
marily shows why ships have captains: stress eventually 
proves highly lethal. Over half the crew gets murdered by one 
faction or another. There is no discipline and no authority to 
stop this.

Most of the novel skimps on characters to focus on illu-
minating the agonizing details of ecosphere breakdown and 
the human struggle against the iron laws of island biogeog-

raphy. “The bacteria are evolving faster than the big animals 
and plants, and it’s making the whole ship sick!” These apply 
to humans, too. “Shorter lifetimes, smaller bodies, longer 
disease durations. Even lower IQs, for God’s sake!”

Robinson has always confronted the nasty habit of fac-
tions among varying somewhat-utopian societies. His Mars 
trilogy dealt with an expansive colony while cramped Aurora 
slides toward tragedy: “Existential nausea comes from feeling 
trapped ... that the future has only bad options.”

Mob Rules

Should the ship return to Earth? Many riots and murders 
finally settle on a bargain: some stay to terraform another, 
Marslike world; the rest set sail for Earth. The ship has no 
commander or functional officers, so this bloody result seems 
inevitable in the collective. Thucydides saw this outcome over 
2000 years ago. He warned of the wild and often dangerous 
swings in public opinion innate to democratic culture. The 
historian described in detail explosions of Athenian popular 
passions. The Athenian democracy that gave us Sopho-
cles and Pericles also, in a fit of unhinged outrage, executed 
Socrates by a majority vote of one of its popular courts. (Lest 
we think ourselves better, American democracy has become 
increasingly Athenian, as it periodically whips itself up into 
outbursts of frantic indignation.)

When discord goes deadly in Aurora, the AIs running the 
biospheres have had enough. At a crisis, a new character 
announces itself: “We are the ship’s artificial intelligences, 
bundled now into a sort of pseudo-consciousness, or some-
thing resembling a decision-making function.” This forced 
evolution of the ship’s computers leads in turn to odd insights 
into its passengers: “The animal mind never forgets a hurt; 
and humans were animals.” This amounts to plot contrivance 
#3: sudden evolution of high AI function that understands 
humans and acts like a wise Moses.

This echoes the turn to a Napoleonic figure that chaos 
often brings. As in Iain Banks’s vague economics of a future 
Culture, mere humans are incapable of running their 
economy and then, inevitably, their lives. The narrative line 
then turns to the ship AI, seeing humans somewhat comi-
cally: “they hugged, at least to the extent this is possible in 
their spacesuits. It looked as if two gingerbread cookies were 
trying to merge.”

Governance of future societies is a continuing anxiety 
in science fiction, especially if demand has to be regulated 
without markets, as a starship must. (Indeed, as sustainable, 
static economies must.) As far back as in Asimov’s Foun-
dation, Psychohistory guides events, because this theory of 
future society is superior to mere present human will. (I dealt 
with this, refining the theory, in Foundation’s Fear. Asimov’s 
psychohistory resembled the Ideal Gas Law, which makes no 
sense, since that earlier law models a dynamic system with 
no memory; I updated psychohistory to a modern theory of 
information.) The fantasy writer China Miéville has similar 
problems with his distrust of mere people governing them-
selves and their appetites through markets; he seems to favor 
some form of Politburo. (So did Lenin, famously saying “A 
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clerk can run the State.”)
Aurora begins with a society without class divisions and 

exploitation in the Marxist sense, and though some people 
seem destined to be respected and followed, nothing works 
well in a crisis but the AIs—i.e., Napoleon. The irony of this 
doesn’t seem apparent to the author. Similar paths in Asimov, 
Banks, and Miéville make one wonder if similar anxieties 
lurk. Indeed, Marxism and collectivist ideas resemble the 
similar mechanistic theory of Freudian psychology (both 
invented by nineteenth-century Germans steeped in the 
Hegelian tradition)—insightful definitions, but no mecha-
nisms that actually work. Hence the angst when things go 
wrong with a supposedly fundamental theory.

The AIs, as revealed through an evolving and even amusing 
narrative voice, follow human society with gimlet eyes and 
melancholy insights. The plot armature turns on a slow rev-
elation of devolution in the ship biosphere, counterpointed 
with the AI’s upward evolution—ironic rise and fall. “It was 
an interrelated process of disaggregation ... named codevolu-
tion.” The AIs get more human, the humans more sick.

Even coming home to an Earth still devastated by climate 
change inflicts “earthshock” and agoraphobia. Robinson’s 
steady fiction-as-footnote thoroughness brings us to an 
ending that questions generational, interstellar human explo-
ration on biological and humanitarian grounds. “Their kids 
didn’t volunteer!” Of course, immigrants to far lands seldom 
solicit the views of their descendants. Should interstellar col-
onies be different?

Do descendants as yet unborn have rights? Ben Finney 
raised this question long ago in Interstellar Migration without 
reaching a clear conclusion. Throughout human history 
we’ve made choices that commit our unborn children to 
fates unknown. Many European expeditions set sail for lands 
unseen, unknown, and quite hostile. Many colonies failed. 
Interstellar travel seems no different in principle. Indeed, 
Robinson makes life on the starship seem quite agreeable 
though maybe tedious until their colony goal fails.

The unremitting hardship of the aborted colony and a 
long voyage home give the novel a dark, grinding tone. We 
suffer along with the passengers, who manage to survive only 
because Earthside then develops a cryopreservation method 
midway through the return voyage. So the deck is stacked 
against them—a bad colony target, accidents, accelerating 
gear failures, dismay ... until the cryopreservation that would 
lessen the burden arrives, very late, so our point of view 
characters do get back to Earth, and the novel retains some 
narrative coherence with character continuity. Plot contriv-
ance #4.

This turn is an authorial choice, not an inevitability. Earth-
siders welcome the new cryopreservation technologies as the 
open door to the stars; expeditions launch as objections to 
generation ships go away. But the returning crew opposes 
Earth’s proliferating expeditions to the stars because they are 
just too hard on the generations condemned to live in tight 
environments—though the biospheres of the Aurora space-
craft seem idyllic in Robinson’s lengthy descriptions. Plainly, 
in an idyllic day at the beach, Robinson sides with staying on 
Earth despite the freshly opened prospects of humanity.

So in the end, we learn little about how our interstellar 
future will play out.

Rejecting Tsiolkovsky’s Vision

The entire drift of the story rejects Konstantin Tsiolkovsky’s 
“The Earth is the cradle of mankind, but humanity cannot 
live in the cradle forever”—though we do have an interplan-
etary civilization. It implicitly undermines the “don’t put all 
your eggs in one basket” philosophy for spreading humanity 
beyond our solar system. Robinson says in interviews this 
idea leads to the belief that if we destroy Earth’s environ-
ment, we can just move. (I don’t know anyone who believes 
this, much less those interested in interstellar exploration.) I 
think both ideas are too narrow; expansion into new realms 
is built into our evolution. We’re the apes who spread out of 
Africa.

Robinson takes on the detail and science of long-lived, 
closed habitats as the principal concern of the novel. Many 
starship novels dealt with propulsion; Robinson’s methods—
a “magnetic scissors” launch and a mistaken Oberth method 
of deceleration—are technically wrong but beside the point. 
His agenda is biological and social, so his target moon is con-
veniently hostile. Then the poor crew must decide whether 
to seek another world nearby (as some do) or undertake the 
nearly impossible feat of returning to Earth. This deliber-
ately overstresses the ship and people. Such decisions give 
the novel the feel of a fixed game. Having survived all this 
torment, the returning crew can’t escape the bias of their 
agonized experience.

Paul Davies pointed out in Starship Century that integrating 
humans into an existing alien biosphere (not a semimagical 
disaster like his desolate moon with convenient oxygen) is a 
very hard task indeed because of the likely many incompat-
ibilities. That’s a good subject for another novel, one I think 
no one in science fiction has taken up. This novel avoids that 
challenge with plot contrivance #2.

Realistically considered, the huge problems of extending 
a species to other worlds can teach us about aliens. If inter-
stellar expansion is just too hard biologically (as Paul Davies 
describes), then the Fermi paradox vanishes (except for von 
Neumann machines, as Frank Tipler saw in the 1970s). If 
aliens like us can’t travel, maybe they will expend more in 
SETI signaling? Or prefer to send machines alone? An even-
handed treatment of human interstellar travel could shore up 
such ideas.

Still, a compelling subject, well done in Robinson’s deft 
style. My unease with the novel comes from the stacked deck 
its author deals. 

Gregory Benford lives in Irvine, California. A version of this 
essay appeared on Centauri Dreams <www.centauri-dreams.
org/?p=33736>.

http://www.centauri-dreams.org/%3Fp%3D33736
http://www.centauri-dreams.org/%3Fp%3D33736
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Ever since they put us in this can, it’s been a case of get 
everything right or else everyone is dead....

—Aurora, chapter 2

This essay is a follow-up to a review of Kim Stanley Robin-
son’s new novel Aurora by Gregory Benford, which critically 
examines the case that Robinson makes in the book that “no 
starship voyage will work” (chapter 7)—at least if crewed by 
humans. This is a strong statement, and even if the case is 
made in fictional form it needs to be backed up by a powerful 
and consistent argument. Greg criticizes Robinson’s book 
mostly on sociological, political, and ethical grounds. 

Here to complement Greg’s analysis we take a critical look 
at the science in the book. Is Robinson’s ship a plausible habitat 
for a centuries-long voyage? Could the propulsion systems 
function as described? Is the planetary threat encountered by 
the would-be colonists biologically plausible?

This essay is mainly the initiative of Jim Benford; Jim is 
President of Microwave Sciences based in Lafayette, Cal-
ifornia, and his interests include electromagnetic power 
beaming for space propulsion. Also contributing has been 
Joseph Miller, biologist and neuroscientist, previously of the 
University of Southern California Keck School of Medicine, 
now at the American University of the Caribbean School of 
Medicine, with a long-time interest in extraterrestrial life. As 
for myself, I’m a science fiction writer, part-time contributor 
to such technical projects as the BIS-initiated Project Icarus, 
and author of some interstellar fiction myself such as Ark 
(2009). And as the full-time writer, I’m the one who got the 
privilege of writing up our conversations. Thanks, guys!

I should start by saying that Stan Robinson has been on my 
own (very short) list of must-read writers for the last twenty-
five years at least and that Aurora is a key book; as with all 
Robinson’s work, it is deeply researched and deeply felt. If 
you haven’t bought the book yet, do so now.

Basics 

Aurora is a tale of a multigeneration starship mission to Tau 
Ceti. (Note that Robinson’s starship is unnamed; here I’ve 
referred to it as “the Ship.”) The Ship reaches its target, but 
when it proves impossible to colonize the worlds there, a 
remnant of the crew struggles back to Earth. 

This review is an analysis of technical and science aspects 
of this mission based solely on evidence in the novel’s text. Of 
course any errors or misreadings of Robinson’s text are our 
sole responsibility.

We’ll be making comparisons with two classic studies. The 
BIS’s Project Daedalus (1978) was a study of an uncrewed 
interstellar probe which used the same fusion-rocket tech-
nology as did Robinson’s Ship in its deceleration mode. 
Daedalus had initial mass 50,000t (tonnes) of fuel (30kt deu-

terium (D), and 20kt helium-3 (He-3)), the dry mass of its 
two stages amounted to 2700t, the payload was 450t, and 
the exhaust velocity was about 0.033c with cruise velocity 
0.12c (c being the velocity of light). The Daedalus propulsion 
system was used only for acceleration; it couldn’t decelerate 
and so was a flyby mission at its target star. In Aurora the Ship 
uses its fusion rocket only to decelerate.

Meanwhile the “Stanford Torus” space habitat design 
( Johnson, 1976) was a product of a 1975 workshop involving 
NASA Ames and Stanford University. The final design was a 
torus 1790m across with the habitable tube 130m in diam-
eter. Of a total surface area of about 2.3 km2, 10,000 people 
would inhabit a usable surface area of about 0.7 km2. The 
station, located at L5, would be built of lunar resources. The 
total mass would be about 10 million t, of which 9.9 million t 
would be a radiation shield of lunar slag around the habitable 
ring in a layer 1.7m thick, leaving 0.1 million t as structural 
mass. The relevance to Aurora is that the Ship looks like two 
Stanford Toruses attached to a central spine.

Let’s begin by looking at the Ship’s construction and 
inhabitants.

The Ship

Construction
Most of what we learn about the Ship’s structure is given 

in Chapter 2. The Ship consists of a central spine 10km long 
around which 2 rings of habitable “biomes” spin, toruslike. 
Each ring consists of 12 cylindrical biomes, each 4km long, 
1km diameter. There are also spokes and inner rings. The 
rings rotate around the spine to give a centrifugal gravity of 
0.83g. 

The 24 biomes contain samples of ecospheres from 12 
climatic zones: Old World versions in one ring, New World 
in the other. Each biome has a “roof” with a sunline, which 
models the required sunlight and seasonality, and a “floor” 
on the side away from the spine. The livable area in each cyl-
inder is given as about 4 km2, which is about a third of the 
cylinder’s inner surface area: 96 km2 total. In each biome 
there are stores under the “floor,” including fuel; we’re told 
this is used as a radiation shield during the cruise. 

The total habitable space is allocated as 70% agricultural; 
5% urban/residential; 13% water; 13% protected wilderness. 
The wilderness areas are meant to be complete ecologies. 

The crew numbers given appear contradictory; in some 
places Robinson states there are about 2100 total, but else-
where is given a number of 300 people per biome which 
would total 7200. The crew numbers do vary through the 
centuries-long mission with births and deaths.

How reasonable are these numbers, given the mission’s 
objectives? Could the Ship support that many people? Are 
they enough to found a human population at the target? And 
is there room for true wilderness? 

Stephen Baxter, James Benford, and Joseph Miller 
A Scientific Critique of Aurora by Kim Stanley Robinson
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Closed Ecologies
We don’t yet know how to maintain closed ecologies for 

long periods. The Ship’s biomes would suffer from small-
closed-loop-ecology buffering problems, as Robinson 
illustrates very well in the text; we see the crew microman-
aging the biospheres and dealing with such problems as the 
deletion of key trace elements through unexpected chemical 
reactions. In some ways this may prove to be an even more 
daunting obstacle to interstellar exploration than propulsion 
systems.

Human Population
If there are 300 people per biome, and given a total of 

96 km2 habitable area, that’s a population density of 75/ 
km2. Compare this with Earth’s global average of 13/ km2; 
crowded southern England is 667/ km2. In terms of the 
ability of the agricultural space (70% of total) to support the 
crew, that seems reasonable to us. 

But if only 5% of the space is used for residential purposes, 
the effective living density is high, at 1500 per km2—compa-
rable to densely populated urban areas such as Hong Kong. 
Such densities would seem problematic on a long-duration 
mission, though of course the crew do have access to the other 
95% of the habitable areas; people hike the wildernesses.

This group is, of course, meant to be sufficient to found a 
new human breeding population on a virgin world. What is 
the minimal population size to maintain the species without 
an evolutionary bottleneck? Something like 1000 is a cred-
ible guess. Robinson’s original population was at least twice 
that. If that population size was maintained, genetic diversity 
would plausibly be sufficient.

“Wilderness”
We’re told (chapter 2) that each biome has about 4 km2 

of living space and that 13% of that space is given over to 
“wilderness”—that is 0.52 km2 per biome. The ecologies 
can include apex predators. In a biome called Labrador, for 
instance, “In the flanking hills sometimes a wolf pack was 
glimpsed, or bears” (chapter 2). 

This idea is explored in more depth in Robinson’s 2312, 
in which mobile habitats called “terraria,” hollowed-out 
asteroids, are used as reserves for species threatened on a 
post-climate-change Earth. But even these terraria are not 
very large in terms of the space needed by wildlife in nature. 
A wolf pack, consisting of about 10 animals, may have a ter-
ritory of 35 km2 ( Jędrzejewski et al, 2007). A 2312 terrarium 
with an inner surface area of about 160 km2 would have 
room for only about 4 packs, or about 40 individual animals, 
a small population in terms of genetic diversity. 

It seems clear that the much smaller biomes of the Ship, 
though large in engineering terms, would be far too small to 
be able to host meaningful numbers of many animal species 
in anything resembling a natural population distribution. 
Wilderness needs a lot of room.

Mass 
We are given a mass breakdown for the Ship as a whole. 

We’re told that during the Ship’s cruise phase, when it is fully 

laden with fuel, the total mass is 76% fuel, 10% each biome 
ring, and 4% the spine.

We aren’t told the Ship’s total mass, however, and to study 
the propulsion system’s performance we’ll need at least a 
guesstimate. This is derived by a comparison with the Stan-
ford Torus design.

Each torus-like biome ring consists of 12 pods of length 
4km, diameter 1km. So the surface area of 1 pod is 14.1 km2, 
including end caps. And the surface area of one biome ring is 
170 km2 (which is much larger than the Stanford Torus).

The Ship’s biomes seem to lack a Stanford-like cloak of 
radiation-shielding material. Robinson says that “fuel, water, 
and other supplies” are stored under the biome floors to 
provide shielding; the ceilings are shielded by the presence of 
the spine. Elsewhere Robinson says that during the voyage, 
the fuel is “deployed as cladding around the toruses and the 
spine” (chapter 2).

Assume then that if a Ship biome ring has the same struc-
tural properties as the Stanford torus, and if most of its mass is 
in the hull, then a guesstimate for a single ring mass (without 
the fuel cladding) can be obtained by multiplying Stanford’s 
0.1m tons structure mass (without shielding) by a factor to 
allow for the Ship ring’s larger surface area. The result is (0.1 
* 170/2.3 =) 7.4 million tons per biome ring. We know this is 
10% of the Ship’s total mass, which therefore breaks down as

76% fuel = 56.2 million tons
20% biome rings = 14.8 million tons
4% spine = 3 million tons
Total = 74 million tons

These numbers shouldn’t be taken seriously, of course, except 
as an order of magnitude guide. Maybe they seem large—but 
remember that Daedalus needed 50,000t of fuel to send a 
450t payload on a flyby mission to the stars, a payload com-
parable to the completed mass of the ISS. By comparison the 
Ship will be hauling two habitat rings each fifteen kilometers 
across. This is not a modest design.

Notice that if the Ship’s propulsion follows the Daedalus 
ratio, the fuel would consist of 60% D = 33.7m tons, 40% 
He-3 = 22.5m tons.

And notice that since this fuel is used for deceleration 
only, the acceleration systems need to push all this mass up 
to ten per cent of light speed. These numbers do illustrate the 
monstrous challenges of interstellar travel, with the need to 
send very large masses to very large velocities and decelerate 
them again.

On that note, let’s consider the propulsion systems.

Propulsion

Mission Profile
The Ship is a generation starship. Launched in 2545, it 

travels 11.8ly (light-years) to Tau Ceti at cruise 0.1c (chapter 
2). According to the text the journey consists of a number of 
phases.

• The Ship is accelerated to the cruise speed of 0.1c by 
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means of electromagnetic “scissors” slingshot at Titan, 
imposing a “brief” acceleration of about 10g, and then 
a laser impulse for 60 years.

• The Ship decelerates at the Tau Ceti system using its 
on-board fusion propulsion system. The technology, 
like that used by Daedalus, is known as “inertial con-
finement fusion” (ICF) in which pellets of fuel are 
compressed, perhaps with laser or electron beams, 
until they undergo fusion; the high-speed products 
provide a rocket exhaust. For twenty years the Ship is 
decelerated by the detonation of fusion pellets at a rate 
of two per second. The fusion fuel is a mix of D and 
He-3 as was the case for Daedalus (chapter 1).

• We’re told that the total journey time is about 170 
years (chapter 3), consistent with the profile given.

• Colonization in the Tau Ceti system is attempted and 
fails (this will be considered below). 

• A section of the crew chooses to return to the Solar 
System. The ICF system is refueled at Tau Ceti and 
used to accelerate the Ship to 0.1c (chapter 5).

• As the Ship’s systems break down, the surviving crew 
completes the final leg of the journey in cryosleep. 

• The Ship has no onboard way to decelerate at the Solar 
System (chapter 6). The ICF fuel was exhausted by 
the acceleration from Tau Ceti save for a trickle to be 
used during Oberth Maneuvers (see below). The laser 
system reduces the Ship’s speed but not to rest: from 
0.10c to 0.03c. We’re told that the Ship then sheds the 
rest of this velocity mostly with 28 Oberth Maneuvers, 
using the gravity wells of the sun, Jupiter, and other 
bodies. This process takes 12 years before crew shut-
tles are finally returned to Earth.

We can consider these phases in turn.

Acceleration from Solar System:
In considering the acceleration system, it should be borne 

in mind that what we need to do is to give a very large, fuel-
laden Ship sufficient kinetic energy for it to cruise at 0.1c. 
And because of inevitable inefficiencies, the energy input to 
any acceleration system will have to be that much greater.

In fact the launch out of the Solar System is a combina-
tion of two methods, vaguely described, neither of which is 
remotely efficient. There’s a “magnetic scissor” that acceler-
ates the ship over 200 million miles: “two strong magnetic 
fields held the ship between them, and when the fields were 
brought together, the ship was briefly projected at an accel-
erative force equivalent to 10 g’s.” 

(Of course such acceleration would stress the crew even 
though in tests humans have survived such accelerations for 
very short periods—indeed the book claims five crew died. 
And such acceleration could stress lateral structures such as 
the spars to the biome rings. Perhaps the stack is launched 
with its major masses in line with the thrust and reconfig-
ured later.)

In Jim Benford’s grad school days, he ran some actual 
experiments on this effect, using a single turn coil. The energy 
in the capacitor bank driving it was about 1 kJ and the subject 

of the acceleration was a screwdriver sitting on a piece of 
wood in the coil center. The coil current pulsed to peak in 
2 µs. The screwdriver was accelerated across the room to a 
target at about 10 meters per second. The kinetic energy of 
the screwdriver was about 5 J and therefore the efficiency of 
transfer was less than 1%. It seems unsafe to assume an effi-
ciency much better than this.

For the Ship, there then follows a laser-driven acceleration. 
While lasers can certainly accelerate low-mass craft as has 
been shown experimentally, they can’t accelerate the enor-
mously massive vehicle that the novel describes. The power 
required to accelerate by reflection of the laser photons can be 
calculated from the Ship mass (74 million tons), final velocity 
and acceleration time (to 0.1c in 60 years, so 0.0017g). The 
amount of power is about 100,000 TW, a truly astronomical 
scale. (Earth’s present electrical power output is 18 TW.) The 
efficiency of power beaming is low because only momentum 
is transferred from the photons to the ship. Efficiency is the 
time-averaged ratio of velocity to the speed of light. There-
fore, the efficiency of this process is about 5%.

The Ship and its mission would have to be a project of a 
very wealthy and very powerful interplanetary civilization. 
It seems unlikely that they would resort to such a hopelessly 
inefficient system if it could be made to work at all.

Deceleration at Tau Ceti
The Ship uses its onboard fusion rocket to decelerate. 
We’re told the ICF deceleration phase takes 20 years at 

0.005g, starting from 0.10c cruise speed, with a Ship with 
an initial fuel load of 76% total mass. These numbers enable 
us immediately to calculate one critical number, the exhaust 
velocity of the fusion rocket. A ship with 76% fuel mass has a 
mass ratio (wet mass/dry mass) of (100/24=) 4.17. The rocket 
equation tells us that given that mass ratio and a total velocity 
change of 0.10c, the exhaust velocity must be 0.07c. This is 
twice that of Daedalus but perhaps not impossible for an 
advanced ICF system.

Our mass guesstimate above allows us to assess the perfor-
mance of the rocket. Consuming 56.2mt of fuel in 20 years 
gives a mass usage rate of 94 kg/sec (cf. Daedalus first stage 
0.8 kg/sec). (Notice that the two fusion “pellets” consumed 
per second are pretty massive beasts; in the Daedalus design 
pellets a few millimeters across were delivered at a rate of 
hundreds per second. This detail may be implausible. Indeed 
49kg may be larger than fission critical mass!)

You can find the rocket’s thrust by multiplying mass usage 
by exhaust velocity to get about 2000 MN (meganewtons). 
This is much larger than the Daedalus first stage’s 8 MN. And 
the rocket power is 20,000 TW (the Daedalus first stage deliv-
ered 30 TW). Note that this power number is comparable to 
the launch figures.

Again, these numbers can be taken only a guide. But you 
can see that the power generated needs to be maybe three 
orders of magnitude better than Daedalus and exceeds our 
modern global usage by four orders of magnitude. 

Meanwhile this system would consume a heck of a lot of 
fusion fuel. Where would you acquire that fuel, and where 
would you store it?
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The storage is the easy part, relatively. Daedalus’s 50 kt 
of fuel was stored in six spherical cryogenic tanks with total 
volume 76,000 m3. At similar densities to store the Ship’s fuel 
load would require 860 million m3. That sounds a lot, but 
the volume of a biome ring is about 38 billion m3, so the fuel 
volume is only 2% of this, making it plausible that it could 
be stored, as Robinson says, in cladding tanks on the biome 
rings and spine without requiring large, separate struc-
tures. The Ship is big but hollow. It’s not immediately clear, 
however, how effective a layer of fuel would be as a cosmic 
radiation shield.

And note that the need for cryogenic storage over cen-
turies before use would be a challenge—as would the need 
to store any short-half-life propulsion components such as 
tritium, which has a half-life of 12.3 years, and would decay 
away long before the 170-year mission was over.

Getting hold of the fusion fuel, meanwhile, is the tricky 
part. It’s hard to overstate the scarcity of He-3 in the Solar 
System and presumably at Tau Ceti. Even Daedalus’s 20,000t 
would deplete the entire inventory of the isotope on Earth 
(37,000t), and the Ship’s 22.5mt would dwarf the Moon’s 
store (1 million t); only the gas giants could reasonably meet 
this demand (the Daedalus estimate was that the Jovian atmo-
sphere contains about 1016 t). The Daedalus design posited 
acquisition from Jupiter, but estimated that to acquire Dae-
dalus’s fuel load in 20 years would require that the Jovian 
atmosphere be processed at a rate of 28 tonnes per second. 
So again the challenge for the Ship’s engineers will be three 
orders of magnitude more difficult. 

And regarding the return journey, although the Ship is 
stripped down, a fuel load of similar order of magnitude must 
be acquired from the Tau Ceti system and without the assis-
tance of a Solar System–wide infrastructure. Of this huge 
project, Robinson says only that “volatiles came from the gas 
giants” (chapter 4).

Deceleration at Solar System
At the end of the novel, the Ship returns to Earth, decel-

erating mostly using what is called the “Oberth Maneuver,” 
invented by Hermann Oberth in 1928. This is a two-burn 
orbital maneuver that would, on the first burn, drop an 
orbiting spacecraft down into a central body’s gravity well, 
followed by a second burn deep in the well to accelerate the 
spacecraft to escape the gravity well. A ship can gain energy 
by firing its engines to accelerate at the periapsis of its ellip-
tical path.

Robinson wants to use this to decelerate from 0.03c (9000 
km/s) down to Earth orbital velocity (30 km/s). Several 
deceleration mechanisms are referred to in the book. An 
unpowered gravity assist, passing by the sun and reversing 
direction, can steal energy from the sun’s rotational motion 
around the center of the galaxy. That’s worth about 440 km/s. 
Other unpowered gravity assists can be used once the ship 
is in a closed orbit in the sun’s gravitational well. Flybys for 
aerobraking in the atmospheres of the gas giants are referred 
to as well. Altogether, these can get you <100 km/s.

But the key problem with using the Oberth Maneuver 
for deceleration of this returning starship is that this craft is 

on an unbound orbit. This means that, on entering the Solar 
System its trajectory can be bent by the sun’s gravity, but the 
Ship will then exit the System because it has not lost enough 
velocity to be bound to the Solar System. To be bound would 
require velocity decreased down to perhaps 100 km/sec, 
which is 1% of the incoming velocity. Therefore 99% of the 
deceleration has to take place in the first pass. And you can’t 
get that much from an Oberth Maneuver.

Cryosleep
As the Ship’s systems collapse, the returning crew gets 

from Earth plans to build a cryonic cold sleep method, which 
allows the viewpoint characters to survive until they reach 
Earth. 

This technology logically undermines most of the prob-
lems that the early parts of the novel present and therefore 
undermines most of Robinson’s point about the difficulty of 
interstellar travel: if only the colonists had waited a few cen-
turies for cryo technology, it would all have been so much 
easier! But this contradicts Robinson’s thesis.

Aurora
Having arrived at Tau Ceti, the colonists’ target planet, 

called Aurora, is judged lifeless but habitable from a remote 
sensing of an oxygen atmosphere—presumed created by non-
biological process billions of years ago—but in the event the 
environment proves lethal for humans because of the pres-
ence of a deadly “prion.” 

In a sense this is the point of the novel, that even if we 
reach the stars we will find only dead or hostile worlds: “I 
mean, they [alien worlds] are all going to be dead or alive, 
right? If they’ve got water and orbit in the habitable zone, 
they’ll be alive. Alive and poisonous.... What’s funny is anyone 
thinking it [interstellar colonization] would work in the first 
place” (chapter 3). And as Greg noted in his essay, this reflects 
recent misgivings expressed by Paul Davies and others about 
the habitability by Earth life of exoplanets.

Is this reasonable? And is Robinson correct that this could 
be the solution to Fermi’s famous paradox? Robinson seems to 
be saying “alive” worlds will be toxic to all possible biological 
explorers (there is a little wiggle room here since nonbiolog-
ical automated probes might still survive such worlds). This 
is a bold statement but plausible since we lack any relevant 
data. However, Robinson also says “dead” worlds, essentially 
rocky, Earth-size planets in the Goldilocks zone, could be 
terraformed but that project would take thousands of years. 
But why should that matter in a galaxy that is billions of 
years old? There should be plenty of time to terraform such 
planets, either by biological explorers or perhaps some type 
of self-replicating von Neumann probes or seed ships. There 
appears to be no solution in Aurora to Fermi’s question.

Oxygen and Biosignatures
(See the Sinclair et al. in the bibliography for more infor-

mation on this section.)
It seems implausible that oxygen in Aurora’s atmosphere 

might not be a biosignature: that is, that it could credibly be 
created by nonbiological processes. Without some continual 
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input into the atmosphere, you would expect any oxygen to 
rust out as on Mars. Robinson says the oxygen on Aurora is 
due to the ultraviolet breakdown of water. We haven’t run the 
numbers, but that would be a hell of a lot of UV (which itself 
could make the planet uninhabitable). Indeed, UV is how Mars 
lost its water and atmosphere, and the same would happen on 
a dead Earthlike world. So Aurora can’t have oxygen; it would 
have been blown off after the hydrogen from water.

Robinson also cites a failure to detect CH4 and H2S, pos-
sible markers of life, in Aurora’s air as ruling out a biological 
origin for the oxygen. However the interpretation of the pres-
ence of methane (CH4) in the Martian atmosphere has been a 
bone of contention for well over 15 years. Is it a biomarker or 
an index of geological activity? And as far as hydrogen sulfide 
goes, it sure as hell is not a biomarker on Io!

The “Prion”

The most significant biological problem in Robinson’s sce-
nario is the organism that was so toxic to humans on Aurora. 
This is said to be “something like a prion,” and is apparently 
an isolated organism: as far as the explorers could tell, there 
simply was no wider biosphere on Aurora. 

For a biologist, that sounds really weird. This is a satellite 
a couple of billion years older than Earth and the only evolved 
organism is a prion? In addition we are not sure what “some-
thing like” really means, but if it was indeed like a prion, one 
must ask: where on Aurora are the proteins capable of being 
misfolded by a prion action? That’s what prions do; they 
cannot exist in isolation. And then why was it that human 
proteins, from a different biosphere altogether, were such a 
good match to the prion’s mechanisms? 

Of course you can say it was “something like” a prion but 
not really a prion. But then, what makes it “like” a prion if not 
protein-folding? 

It would take a lot more detail to make this strange single-
organism biosphere a plausible ecosystem. Maybe if Robinson 
ever revisits Aurora and the stayers, we could find out!

Joe Miller thinks that an Andromeda Strain–like organism, 
inimical to Earth biology, is no more or less likely than ET 
organisms which simply find Earth biology indigestible. 
We don’t know, but the possibility that ET biology would 
be simply oblivious to Earth biology is a plausible situation, 
though not treated very much in sf because it is not very 
dramatic!

Conclusions

Robinson’s Aurora is a finely crafted tale of human drama and 
interstellar exploration. Its polemic purpose appears to be to 
demonstrate, in Robinson’s words, that “no [human-crewed] 
starship voyage will work.” There is much of the science and 
technology we haven’t explored in this brief note; there’s 
probably a master’s thesis here—indeed I’ve recommended 
the book to Project Icarus as a study project. 

However, to summarize our conclusions:

• The human crew transported to Aurora may plausibly 

be large enough to support a new breeding population. 
And the Ship’s dimensions seem adequate to support 
the crew through their centuries-long mission.

• The challenge of maintaining small closed biospheres 
is depicted credibly, but the “wilderness” areas of the 
biome arks are too small for their purpose.

• Of the elements of the propulsion system, the elec-
tromagnetic/laser Solar System acceleration system 
needs to be so powerful it stretches credibility while 
the Oberth Maneuver return-deceleration system as 
depicted is impossible. The ICF fusion rocket system 
appears generally credible but would require the 
acquisition of heroic amounts of helium-3 fuel, a chal-
lenge especially at Tau Ceti.

• Regarding Aurora itself, the notions of a nonbio-
genic oxygen atmosphere, and of a single-organism 
biosphere and that an extraterrestrial organism as 
described might necessarily be inimical to humans, all 
lack credibility.

In summary, while Aurora is an intriguing combination of lit-
erary, political, scientific, and technical notions, and while 
it reflects many current speculations about the difficulty of 
interstellar travel, in many instances it lacks the supporting 
credible scientific and technical detail required to make its 
polemic case that human interstellar travel is impossible. The 
journey is not plausible nor is the destination.

What Aurora does illustrate very well, however, at least 
at an impressionistic level, is the tremendous difficulty of 
mounting such a voyage. Interstellar travel is a challenge 
for future generations, which will bring both triumph and 
tragedy. 

Steven Baxter lives in Northumberland, England; James Benford 
lives in Lafayette, California; Jospeh Miller lives in Coral Gables, 
Florida. A version of this essay appeared on Centauri Dreams, 
<www.centauri-dreams.org/?p=33838>. 
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Kim Stanley Robinson stands among the last great crop of 
writers to debut in the pages of Damon Knight’s Orbit. In 
1976 in Orbit 18, he published a story called “Coming Back 
to Dixieland.” It was the first of many fine short stories 
that culminated in some great work, stories like “The Blind 
Geometer” and “Escape from Kathmandu.” It’s disturbing to 
me that such a great short story writer has written so little 
short fiction over the last twenty years; I think “The Tim-
panist of the Berlin Philharmonic, 1942” from 2010 stands 
amongst his very best. 

Having debuted in 1976, having won a World Fantasy 
Award for short fiction, in 1984 he became part of the Ace 
Science Fiction Specials that Terry Carr produced, a series 
that included Neuromancer by William Gibson, Green Eyes by 
Lucius Shepard, Them Bones by Howard Waldrop, and In the 
Drift by Michael Swanwick along with Robinson’s The Wild 
Shore. This was the first blow in one of the great utopian 
science fiction careers; arguably, Robinson is the great 
utopian sf writer. So it’s interesting that in this, the 39th year 
of his career, he would deliver a book that in some ways is not 
utopian at all.

Aurora is a generation-starship story, and it’s probably the 
greatest single generation-starship novel the field has pro-
duced. It’s full of rich characters; it’s deeply imagined, it’s 
passionately felt, and it asks a number of large questions that 
need to be asked about the viability of space travel, about the 
plausibility of leaving the Solar System and living beyond it 
in any meaningful way. 

This is what I had to say when I first read it in February: 

It seems unfair to say too much when we are six months 
out from the release of the book, but I enormously 
enjoyed this new novel. It feels like a long-distance 
pendant to 2312, and I mean that as a compliment. Of 
course it’s smart, sensitive, and beautifully written; of 
course it engages with ideas that we need to be engaging 
with; and of course it’s not going to lecture us. If you 
read this—and I think you should—you’re going to 
end up falling for the narrator of the book, who I think 
becomes a fabulous character. Which Robinson is this? 
It’s the one who is punch-drunk in love with geography 
and astrophysics and the wonder of the interconnect-
edness of things. He has to tell you how the universe 
works, how wonderful it is to feel as if you under-
stand it. Oh, and it’s a generation starship story about 
a voyage to Tau Ceti, what happens to the people who 
go, and a bit about the ones who stay behind. I think it’s 
a special one.

I think it’s fair to explain now that the book is narrated by a 
ship’s AI. It’s given the task by the lead engineer of the ship 
to write the story of the voyage. As the book opens, we’re just 
approaching Tau Ceti; we’re about to test the entire idea of 

the voyage, and it’s under great stress because of the various 
demands on the internal working systems. They’ve been out 
away from Earth for a long, long time on a craft a trillionth 
the size of the planet we live on, and it’s not easy to get by. So 
when young Freya decides to go off on her wanderjahr and 
show us the interiors of Aurora, it’s everything we need to 
know, it’s spectacular, and at times it’s very moving. 

I understand why Gregory Benford has argued with this 
book; it’s such a great book that it demands argument and 
engagement. It asks you as a science fiction fan or reader, 
as someone who is committed to the idea of the great leap 
forward, of getting off this planet of ours, to think about what 
that means: not just about what we leave behind but how do 
we do it? Why hasn’t anyone done it before? There’s this Fermi 
paradox that says, if there were aliens out there, surely we’d 
have heard from them by now; Aurora asks that, too. I’m not 
telling you what the key turning points of the book are because 
they are novel.

I’ve seen Dr. Benford and others query the invention in the 
last quarter of the book—I’ll leave that to them. They’ve also 
suggested that Robinson has overly weighted the book in his 
favor, that he’s put a finger on the scales when he mounts his 
argument about the difficulties that the generation starship 
would face. I’m not 100 percent convinced about that; but if he 
has done that, I think he’s done it with the best reasons at heart. 
He’s done it to lead us to focus on life on Earth, on what it 
means to live on Earth and in the Solar System, what it means 
to engage with our environment and engage in such a way that 
we don’t see it as a disposable item. You can see that this also 
connects to Paulo Bacigalupi’s The Water Knife, which I also 
think is one of the best novels of 2015.

Aurora is passionate. It’s smart. And I’m not sure I have 
much more sensible to add to that. If you’re interested in 
science fiction, you should pick up Aurora. If you’re inter-
ested in how to engage with the world, you should pick up 
Aurora. If you’re interested in what I, as one simple, sim-
plistic commentator think is a major book, you should pick 
up Aurora. Why? It’s a very personal decision, but for me it’s 
a couple of things. It has to be well executed, and Aurora is. 
Robinson has a tendency to infodump a lot. He’s very good at 
it, he’s very passionate about it, and in this book I think it’s 
as under control as in any of his other major novels. Also, to 
be worthy of award consideration, a book has to be substan-
tial, something more than a little light entertainment. There 
is nothing wrong with light entertainment, but I don’t feel 
that’s what’s going to drive my own voting. 

When I look back at Aurora eight months later, it stands 
very tall among the books of 2015. Go out and have a look at 
it, if you haven’t. 

Jonathan Strahan lives in Mount Lawley, Western Australia. A 
version of this article appeared as a mini-episode of The Coode 
Street Podcast. 

Jonathan Strahan 
On Aurora
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Ron Drummond 
Unsettled Reflections on Michael Bishop’s “Rattlesnakes and Men”

For much of the winter, I was laid up with a pair of knee inju-
ries, unable to stand without help. When Michael Bishop 
wrote in early March to ask if I’d like a copy of the February 
2015 issue of Asimov’s, which included his new short story, 
“Rattlesnakes and Men,” I happily agreed.

The magazine arrived on Saturday, March 7. On Sunday, 
March 8, in bed, I read Bishop’s story off and on through the 
day, picking it up once every hour or three, reading a scene 
or two at a time, finishing it just before midnight. I had mixed 
feelings about it at first, about the scenario, which seemed 
to me a bit forced—I think I’m at least partially tone deaf to 
satire. But as I continued to read, Bishop’s writing slowly 
beguiled me more and more as I ventured deeper into its ter-
ritory, and it began to seem less a satire than a myth. The 
absence of guns became itself a focal point, the presence of 
snakes and archery another, and trying to read it as an sf 
alternate history, a world without gunpowder, did not tri-
angulate—there were too many unchanged elements in the 
society he portrayed, elements that most certainly would 
have been vastly different if this were in any way a straight-
up alternate history, which it most emphatically was not—but 
later this fact, which bothered me for a while, became less 
important. I felt that Bishop finished teaching me, or I fin-
ished learning, or both, how to read his story right around 
the point where it ended.

The most vivid image, for me, was the image of the arrows 
that the narrator, Wylene, shoots into each panel of fencing 
in her about-to-be-abandoned back yard—there was some-
thing deeply moving in that, as if she were attempting to kill 
the boundaries that kept her apart from the world. Only later 
it occurred to me that this act may have meant she was giving 
up on her archery, yet it never seemed she was unreasonable 
in her practice of it; it was low-key in an odd way, as were 
other elements. The conversion of the son of the principal 
villain away from his father’s delusionary creed was unex-
pected, and it seemed there was never enough about him for 
it to be expected in any way; he was a thin character, barely 
there, but that was okay. This is true of so many of the actions 
of others; we really are in the dark, and the illuminations of 
storytelling in general are mostly false—fabled comforts. 
Storied comforts that are themselves what stories are made 
out of—the comfort of knowing what we couldn’t possibly 
know, the interior of another’s heart. And yet, glimmering 
here and there, we do. We know others because we know 
ourselves, just a little, and then maybe a little bit more.

John Steinbeck was criticized for failing to make his 
villains round, failing in them to achieve three-dimension-
ality. His heroes, or his regular people anyway, the ones he 
drew close to, they were round and lovely and thoroughly 
broken too, forgivable—but not the villains. The villains lay 
flat. Abraham Lincoln astounds me for the ways he honors 
the South, honors even the champions of slavery, the com-
mitted slaveholders, those who refused apology and moral 

dimensionality, those who are arguably worse than today’s 
gun nuts. Lincoln just said it: If I’d been raised the way they 
were or the way any number of mostly well-meaning South-
erners were, chances are I’d be like them now, I’d believe and 
behave likewise. And if they’d been raised like me or like 
many of those here in the North, well, maybe they’d be ques-
tioning the perpetuation and extension of slavery like we are. 
I’m paraphrasing, of course, and no doubt inadequately in 
the extreme—surely he understood that some abolitionists 
came from slave-holding families or were once slaveholders 
themselves, and some lovers of slavery came from the free 
north—some, but not many, in either direction.

Michael Bishop’s frustration with gun politics in Georgia 
today is far beyond understandable (by which I mean more 
than perfectly understandable, not less). It is somehow 
essential—we are under so much pressure from within and 
without to allow ourselves to stop feeling frustrated by things 
we manifestly must remain frustrated by. Bishop’s tale chan-
nels his frustration and anger and outrage and his love and 
compassion and understanding too, and there is so much of 
beauty in what he writes, much that is wise and humane, even 
as he illuminates and sets into high relief so much that is ugly 
or inhumane or just plain stupid.

Sometimes our frustration and anger and outrage, far from 
making us inhuman, are the only things keeping us human—
but then in writing that I have to remind myself that all of it 
is in some way human, that, as long as people are doing it, 
none of it is in-, by one definition at least; by another, what’s 
human or humane is only the best of what we are and think 
and do and never the worst. Are we hurting ourselves by 
our self-rejections or healing ourselves? The answers seem 
forever mixed, fraught with contradiction, and more and 
more it seems to me we need to embrace our contradictions. 
More of the problem may lie in our efforts to banish our 
own contradictions than to accept their coexistence and to 
seek some mutual accommodation and mutual benefit by the 
coexistence—yet what could possibly be harder to accom-
plish in a way that is life-affirming and healthy?

So I wonder. Now that Bishop has given vent (again?) 
to his willingness to forego full dimensionality in his vil-
lains—and “Rattlesnakes and Men” strikes me as a healthy 
exercise in doing just that, God knows we need to vent, and 
how often does anyone vent with as much artistry and com-
passion and honest outrage as he brings to his tale?—is he 
willing next to undertake a tale where the gun nut isn’t a nut 
or isn’t only a nut but someone whose skin he is willing to 
attempt to inhabit for a time, someone who loves guns but 
of course loves far more than just that, someone who cares 
passionately for the people in his or her life but comes to 
unexpected grief (as opposed to any number of varieties of 
expected grief) because of the love of lethal forms of self-
protection, because of the illusion of being able somehow to 
drive away the dark that menaces every one of us? Can he 
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somehow sympathize with the delusions of an intelligent and 
well-meaning extremist in the cause of expanding the right 
to bear arms and follow her or him to repentance? If not—
it’s okay! But a challenge, for sure, a Lincolnian challenge, a 
Yeshuan challenge. Inhabit the shoes of the enemy, walk two 
miles with her not one, strip yourself to give him shirt and 
cloak, starve yourself to give her bread and wine, learn to 

love and forgive him, dress her wounds, and offer her your 
donkey’s back. Lord, forgive me for all the myriad ways I am 
unequal to doing any of those things; Lord, let me become 
one who more fully forgives. 

Ron Drummond lives in Ithaca, New York.

Red Equinox by Douglas Wynne 
reviewed by Peter Rawlik

JournalStone, 2015; $17.95 tpb; 278 pages

In 2012 Douglas Wynne’s novel The Devil of Echo Lake won 
first place in JournalStone’s Horror Writing Contest and 
gained positive reviews from both Publishers Weekly and 
Library Journal. With Red Equinox, Wynne returns with a 
new novel, one that draws inspiration from H. P. Lovecraft’s 
Cthulhu mythos. While Wynne is not the first author to go to 
this well, he brings a fresh perspective on the theme and pro-
vides new directions, advancing the genre in an interesting 
new direction.

Wynne’s protagonist, Becca Phillips, was raised by her 
grandmother, a professor at Miskatonic University, but 
now she resides in Boston where she practices her skills as 
an urban photographer. Accompanied by her friend Rafael, 
she discovers that the pictures she takes at certain locations 
with infrared light reveal strange fractal patterns hidden in 
the very fabric of the buildings and landscapes themselves. 
Couple this with a weird encounter with a brinehead, an 
inbred descendant of Lovecraft’s Starry Wisdom Cult, and 
you have what is essentially a modern Lovecraftian novel 
that hints of cyberpunk weirdness to come. The antagonist 
is revealed as Nereus Charobim, the Black Pharaoh, an avatar 
of Lovecraft’s most human of Elder Gods, Nyarlathotep, 
essentially the herald for Cthulhu and company. Charobim 
instructs his lackeys in the construction of an artificial voice 
box, created using 3D printing technology. This Voice Box of 
the Gods is able to reproduce the lost language in the proper 
manner and is first successfully tested on a rush hour train.

The device was set beside a mirror-polished metal plate 
at the end of the row, and as Brooks watched with esca-
lating anxiety, the air in front of the plate wavered, an 
effect that at first resembled a heat haze on a baked 
pavement, but only for a second before it morphed 
into a more profound distortion: the boom box, its 
owner, and the air itself warped into a vortex of liquid 
chrome. It almost looked like a great magnifying lens 
had emerged from the reflection of the speaker grill, 
stretching reality itself. At the center of the vortex the 
silvered air seemed to pucker and tremble, and the 
words that formed in Jason’s mind to explain what he 
was seeing made no sense.

Invisible obscenity, he thought. And at that moment 
the chrome cyclone gave birth.

Jason Brooks, the witness to these events, is no casual trav-
eler; he is an agent of SPECTRA, the government agency 
tasked with dealing with occult events. He’s also connected 
to Becca Phillips in another odd way, and he enables her to 
devise a means to defeat the cult that is intent on bringing 
extradimensional horrors into the world. The chase leads 
from Boston to Arkham and back again, giving a tour of 
some of Boston’s more notable sights and providing esoteric 
explanations for otherwise mundane structures. The ending 
is complex with significant losses and damage to the heroes 
in manners that don’t seem forced but rather play out natu-
rally. There is, of course, a hint of a sequel.

There are parallels here with other series, particularly 
Charles Stross’s Laundry Files and the nihilistic role-playing/
fiction series Delta Green from Pagan Publishing. However, 
where both the Laundry Files and the Delta Green books 
are steeped in paranoia, counterintelligence, military action, 
and occult terrors and therefore tend to skew toward adult 
readers, Wynne’s heroine, Becca Phillips, not only serves 
as a character young adults can relate to but is a refreshing 
take, an unusual Lovecraftian protagonist who draws atten-
tion because she is so different from what one normally sees 
in this genre. She is a young woman with real problems and 
genuine reactions to issues as they arise. For the creation of 
this character alone Wynne should be lauded.

Wynne should also be praised for the use of cutting-edge 
technology as a method not only for summoning night-
marish forces but for detecting those events as well. The 
description of the Voice Box of the Gods, and the explana-
tion that it was needed to create tones that could no longer 
be made by humans, is ingenious. The use of a 3D printer 
to make multiple versions, the first few of which fail, is also 
a stroke of inspiration, and the whole concept seems remi-
niscent of concepts in Neal Stephenson’s Snow Crash, which 
linked modern computing and information age decision-
making back to ancient neuro-linguistic ritual encodings of 
Sumer and Babylon.

As with any novel, there are a few missteps, some con-
cepts that seem out of place, particularly a mystical stone 
that seems more at home in an urban fantasy than in a Love-
craftian novel. There is also a stray dog that rapidly becomes 
attached to our heroine and becomes a key plot point, taking 
on action that seems overly ambitious. The death of one key 
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character is handled appropriately, but the funeral of Becca’s 
grandmother, which is a partial impetus for the novel, is 
rather short and doesn’t have the emotional power it should.

These are minor critiques and can be forgiven as Wynne 
has been able to do something few others have: fuse Love-
craftian themes to a thrilling action story that should appeal 
to adults and provide a gateway for the introduction of young 

adults to the ever-expanding realms of Lovecraftian litera-
ture and associated cosmic horrors. Assuming you want your 
teens reading about extra-dimensional alien horrors lurking 
just beyond the thin threshold of reality, of course. 

Peter Rawlik lives in Royal Palm Beach, in the extradimensional 
horror of south Florida.

Christopher S  Kovacs 
Plagiarizing Zelazny

If you wait long enough, eventually most everything will turn 
up on eBay. That recently proved true when a copy of the 
1985 Detroit Auto Show Official Program appeared (Figure 
1). A little more digging with the help of a team of intrepid 
research librarians yielded a related item: the Thursday, 
January 10, 1985, edition of the Detroit Free Press.

The morning edition of that newspaper prominently fea-
tured an amusing short story, “The George Business,” by 
Phil Broder on page 1A (Figure 2). It was a charming and 
amusing retelling of St. George and the Dragon. George is a 
rather hapless, lovesick knight who cannot win the woman 
he loves. Dart is also a bit of a loser, weak and unattractive 
among dragons, and losing in the game of love to bolder, 
more masculine types. These two bachelors try to aid each 
other—George demonstrates his bravery by “wounding” the 
dragon in front of witnesses, and then Dart plans to defend a 
female dragon he desires from a fake attack by George—but 
their efforts backfire. They lose out to their respective rivals 
anyway. The pair eventually decide to make a living through 
“harmless predation,” by having Dart attack rich towns and 
George fend him off with the proceeds split 50-50 between 
them. “You’re going to make a name for yourself, George,” 
Dart concludes.

Why was this short story in that newspaper? In conjunc-
tion with its upcoming annual event, the Detroit Auto Show 
had inaugurated a short story contest that received an unex-
pected 2,500 entries. Broder’s story had been selected for the 
$1,000 Grand Prize, and publication in the Auto Show’s offi-
cial program (Figure 3). The Detroit Free Press picked up on 
this news and bought the rights to reprint the story two days 
in advance of the Auto Show. It also featured a short inter-
view and profile of the author, Phillip I. Broder (Beach, 1A). 
He was 16 years old, an honors student at Berkley High, and 
planned to become a veterinarian.

There was just one significant, embarrassing problem: 
Broder hadn’t written the short story. That morning a reader 
immediately recognized it as a word-for-word reprinting 
of Roger Zelazny’s own “The George Business.” It had been 
first published in the anthology Dragons of Light in 1980 and 
reprinted in Zelazny’s Unicorn Variations in 1983. The alert 
but irate woman called the newspaper that morning to point 
out the fraud. There was no doubt that it was deliberate pla-
giarism. What should the newspaper do?

Or make that two significant, embarrassing problems, 

because all 25,000 copies of the Detroit Auto Show Offi-
cial Program were sitting in a warehouse, ready to be sold 
to attendees between the 12 January and 20 January. Each 
prominently featured an illustrated reprinting of “The 
George Business” as by Phil Broder. What was the Auto 
Show to do?

Within one day the excrement hit the fan, and the con-
sequences were flung more than nationwide (Gave, “Writing 
Contest” 3A). Broder’s school principal, Dr. Jane Makulski, 
was the first person confronted by the Free Press. In turn she 
approached Broder, but after he denied any wrongdoing, 
she alerted his parents. The Free Press also contacted Brod-
er’s father, who found a library copy of Unicorn Variations in 
his son’s room. “It’s definitely a plagiarism.... I’m sitting here 
waiting for him to get home from school to talk with him 
about this,” the father said, his voice cracking. “We were so 
proud of him.... Now, I have to eat a lot of humble pie, but he’s 
going to have to eat some, too.” And after being confronted by 
his father and the evidence, Broder told Free Press that he was 
“a little regretful.... All I can say is I screwed up, and it snow-
balled.” (Gave, “Writing Contest” 3A).

That same day the phone was ringing at the Zelazny res-
idence in Santa Fe, but it was the housekeeper who first 
received the news. She left Zelazny a cryptic note that read, 
“Your agent phoned and says not to worry. The plagiarism 
matter is being dealt with.” A flurry of phone calls ensued 
with his agent Kirby McCauley, the Detroit Free Press, the 
Detroit Auto Dealers Association, and Pocket Books (which 
was then marketing the paperback edition of Unicorn Vari-
ations). An initially puzzled Zelazny, sluggish upon return 
from vacation, was quickly brought to a full understanding 
of the events.

The Detroit Auto Dealers Association couldn’t afford—
and there was no time—to reprint those 25,000 copies of 
the program. After consulting with their attorneys to deter-
mine “the best course of action about how to credit the true 
author” (Gave, “Writing Contest” 3A), they reached an ami-
cable agreement with Zelazny and his publisher. They sent 
him a letter of apology and a check for $500 and hurriedly 
printed an erratum sheet to be inserted into all copies of the 
Detroit Auto Show Official Program (Figure 4) (Gave, “New 
Winner” 3A).

The Detroit Free Press were similarly embarrassed and con-
trite. As Zelazny recalled, they said, “‘Well, how’s about we 
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give you a big write-up and tell the story of what happened 
in that contest plus plug all your books and things so that you 
don’t sue us?’ I said, ‘Sure, I’ll take the free publicity, and you 
can send it out over the wire service, too.’ “ (Zelazny)

And they did. The following day, January 11, a full story in 
the Detroit Free Press (Gave, “Writing Contest” 3A) described 
the “outraged” judges and organizers of the contest and 
quoted the father, the principal, and Broder himself. Zelazny 
reportedly “didn’t know whether he would seek retribu-
tion against the student or the dealers association” while 

his agent indicated that no action would be taken. A Pocket 
Books spokesperson declared that they were happy to allow 
the programs to be sold as long as the erratum notice was in 
every copy. Over the next several days, shorter versions of 
this news article were featured in many major newspapers 
across the USA and Canada including The New York Times.

Notably, the Detroit Free Press decided not to name Broder 
in the follow-up story because he was a minor even though 
the article referred to the short story being printed the day 
before in the newspaper. But the Associated Press wire service 

Figure 1: Detroit Auto Show Annual 1985

Figure 2: “The George Business” in The Detroit Free Press

Figure 3: “The George Business” in the  
Detroit Auto Show Annual 1985 Figure 4: The erratum/apology slip
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had no qualms about mentioning that he was 16-year-old 
Phil Broder from the Huntington Woods suburb of Detroit. 
Even today it is possible to see several of these articles just by 
Googling the name “Phil Broder.”

A follow-up news story on January 12, 1985, confirmed 
that Broder had returned the prize money. The second place 
winner, a 41-year-old school teacher named Carol Carpenter, 
had been promoted to receive the first prize but was sad-
dened by the circumstances (Gave, “New Winner” 3A). The 
whistle-blower remained unnamed but was confirmed to 
be a Zelazny reader who possessed her own copy of Unicorn 
Variations.

It’s remarkable to see how rapid the response was in 1985 
when the means of communication were telephone, print 
newspaper, and wire service. In less than 24 hours of the 
story’s appearance in the Free Press, the plagiarism had been 
revealed, discussed, and acted upon, and its aftermath was 
reported widely. But with modern social media it’s possible to 
do even more serious damage to one’s career and reputation 
within minutes, as unfortunate e-mails, tweets, blog posts, or 
news items are quickly and almost infinitely shared and then 
just as rapidly and universally condemned. Broder probably 
would have had a much more negative experience today than 
he did in 1985. What happened to him? This 1986 graduate 
of Berkley High School didn’t become the veterinarian that 
he had envisioned. He’s been an award-winning kite builder, 
editor of Kiting Magazine, past VP of the American Kitefliers 
Association, and owner of a kite-making supply company. He 
did not respond to my queries about how the Zelazny inci-
dent affected him.

For Zelazny, the episode became an amusing anecdote that 
he relayed in some of his convention speeches and interviews 
(Zelazny). While I was researching his biography, pub-
lished in the six-volume The Collected Stories of Roger Zelazny 
(NESFA Press, 2009), I found a copy of the 1985 Detroit 
Auto Show Official Program and related newspaper clippings 
among Zelazny’s papers at Syracuse University. But it wasn’t 
until I recently obtained that infamous January 10 edition of 
the Detroit Free Press that I noticed something that the news 
stories had failed to pick up on. In the bio that accompanied 
the short story, Phillip Broder boldly but rather nonchalantly 
added, “I didn’t have to write anything new. I entered that 
story in a couple of other contests last year” (Beach, 1A). And 
so it was a repeat plagiarism offense if the earlier words of an 
arrogant teenager (not yet caught and humbled) can be taken 
at face value.

This anecdote leads to a couple of problems with how 
to best record it in Zelazny’s bibliography. “The George 
Business” did win the 1985 Detroit Auto Show short story 
contest, but should it be listed among his awards? Probably 
not since the story was ineligible—the contest was open to 
Michigan residents only—and the award was revoked. But 
since Zelazny’s story was reprinted twice under the byline 
Phil/Phillip Broder, in the Detroit Free Press and the 1985 
Detroit Auto Show Program, this probably makes “Phil Broder” 
a pseudonym of Roger Zelazny, albeit an unintended and 
unwelcome one. Of course the anecdote was a major head-
ache for the Detroit Auto Dealers Association and probably 

best forgotten, but they bravely held short story contests in 
some subsequent years. 

Christopher Kovacs practices in St. John’s but lives in Paradise, 
Newfoundland.
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Michael Andre-Driussi 
Patterns to the Five Demon Princes of Jack Vance

Jack Vance (1916–2013) brought many different angles to his 
fiction: he was a musician and an engineer, a cynical scoffer 
and a sensitive poet, a mystery crafter and an impish joker. 
So sometimes in Vancean fiction we find relatively straight-
forward patterns as in the case of the Lyonesse trilogy (which 
uses mythic places of Arthurian legend, such as Lyonesse, Ys, 
and Avalon), while other times a pattern flickers enigmati-
cally on the border of chaos and order.

For example, take the eponymous villains of the Demon 
Princes series (1964–1981). There seems to be a pattern 
to these five galactic crime lords, but it is elusive. Over the 
course of five novels (Star King, The Killing Machine, The Palace 
of Love, The Face, and The Book of Dreams) we learn about each 
of the fellows in turn—they are all of a type (highly successful 
criminals), and while there is a certain amount of overlap in 
their characteristics, each is distinctive. I present them in the 
order of their novels:

1. Malagate the Woe is different for being an alien Star 
King disguised as a human. His mode, therefore, is 
one of anonymity through camouflage. His goal is to 
obtain a new, unsettled world where he can be his true 
self and there become an Adam for a new race.

2. Kokor Hekkus is a human transformed centuries 
before into a sort of vampire. He has access to a lost, 
primitive planet where he plays many character roles, 
both high and low. His focus is on using fear upon 
others, and to this end he has commissioned the ter-
rifying “killing machine” that is both the name of his 
volume and the meaning of his name.

3. Viole Falushe is a sex fiend who is impotent. His mode 
is flamboyant. He has a famous Palace of Love where 
he secretly tries again and again to capture the girl 
who in real life “got away.”

4. Lens Larque is a lovelorn trickster who wants to shape 
a world as a monument to lost love.

5. Howard Alan Treesong is magic with insanity or insane 
with magic. Treesong has a multiplicity of “paladins” 
(actual spirits or imagined personalities) at his dis-
posal. He wants to become the first galactic emperor 
through playing multiple character roles in public.

I don’t want what follows to be seen as some literary chart 
like the Gilbert schema for James Joyce’s Ulysses, where, for 
example, each chapter of that novel is linked to an organ of 
the human body. At this moment I’m not making a high-
brow argument; I am not trying to elevate the artistry of 
Jack Vance; I’m only trying to get through the riddling of the 
trickster Jack Vance, which requires that one must be aware 
of the lowbrow as well.

Because they are called “demon” princes, one thinks of the 
Seven Deadly Sins (Wrath, Greed, Sloth, Pride, Lust, Envy, 

and Gluttony) and the demons associated with them. Neither 
Sloth nor Gluttony seems to apply—there is no “Jabba the 
Hutt” among Vance’s demon princes—which conveniently 
brings the number down to five, but while “Lust” fits Falushe, 
and “Pride” fits Larque, there are no other immediate 
matches. (Treesong’s paladins number seven, which might 
match up to the deadly sins, but still, that’s Treesong, not the 
demon princes as a group.)

There are touches of the Eurasian warlord to a couple of 
the demon princes: Malagate’s first name is “Attel,” rather 
close to Atilla the Hun, who threatened the Roman Empire 
in the fifth century; Falushe’s “Palace of Love” has a clear 
echo of the “stately pleasure dome” built by a later Mongol 
emperor in Coleridge’s famous poem “Kubla Khan.” But the 
demon princes do not appear to be based upon the greatest 
Eurasian warlords (e.g., from Atilla to Tamerlane).

It is fairly common to note that Vance’s demon princes are 
all frustrated artists of different mediums. Malagate’s quest 
shows him to literally be seeking Truth (his true self) and 
Beauty (an Edenic world), and his hideously scarred under-
ling is ironically called “Beauty” Dasce. Hekkus has played 
“theater” for 300 years on his lost medieval planet. Falushe’s 
medium is one of sensations epicurean, sybaritic, and porno-
graphic. Larque is a mining engineer; Treesong is a writer. 
Unfortunately these four or five different arts do not clump 
into a ready association of muses or what-have-you.

The five characters have certain common characteristics 
that divide them into three groups: Disguised Self, Hurt by 
Love, and Combination. While they all use disguise, Mala-
gate’s goal is to find a place where he can put aside the mask 
and be his true self; Hekkus is the opposite and revels in 
playing multiple selves. Falushe and Larque were both hurt 
by love, Falushe at the beginning of his career and Larque 
near the end of his. Combining these two types is Treesong, 
who has a strange sense of self, is playing multiple roles in 
public, and was also hurt by love in his youth. But this by 
itself does not suggest a further association.

Having exhausted the easy patterns, there is the possi-
bility that the cryptic structure itself is more Vancean, an 
idiosyncratic creation. Fueling this notion is the fact that 
the Demon Princes series involves the reuse of a few ele-
ments from other Vance works (where “reuse” here signals 
an item of personal importance rather than a simple artistic 
shortcut). For example, The Palace of Love (1967) reuses the 
cloning strategy of “Cholwell’s Chickens” (1952); The Book 
of Dreams (1981) reuses (or “pre-uses”) the fantasy power-
trip notebook found in the mysteries Bad Ronald (1973) 
and The House on Lily Street (1979). More importantly, the 
premise of one hero’s quest against five tyrants describes 
the novel The Five Gold Bands (1950) where the antagonists 
are mutant overlords who collectively hold a monopoly on 
star  drives, thereby keeping Earth a backwater planet. 
The Earthman hero solves the treasure hunt by visiting each 
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mutant homeworld in this order:

Eagles—tall, thin, with feather-hair.
Badau—possessing hump-heads and short legs.
Loristanese—a race of butter-colored merchants, possibly 

telepathic.
Shaul—having flesh cowls.
Koton—with saucer-eyes, they are famed for cruelty.

The mutants are, like the demon princes, of a type and yet 
distinctive, but there is no immediate linkage between the 
mutants and the demon princes. The strange eyes of the 
Koton raise the possibility of connection to the five senses, 
but it goes no further than that.

All of this is too much thinking. Let’s strip it all down 
to basics and suppose that the demon princes are each the 
fingers of a hand. There is even a passage in the text that 
points in this direction, a text within the text, a quotation 
from “The Demon Princes by Caril Carphen” that says,

In our cursory summary we have seen how each 
Demon Prince is unique and highly individuated, each 
displaying his characteristic style.

This is all the more remarkable in that the basic 
variety of possible crime is limited and can be num-
bered on the fingers. (Star King, chapter 10)

The article then goes on to list six basic crimes, but no matter. 
This pattern of five fingers shows immediate promise, since 
the fingers have all sorts of associations in folklore—most 
immediately the vulgar middle finger and the heart-linked 
ring finger. So let us match the Demon Princes to the fingers 
of the hand, each in the order of his novel:

Thumb—Malagate. The most different.
Forefinger—Hekkus.
Middle Finger—Falushe. Lust.
Ring Finger—Larque. Love.
Little Finger—Treesong.

Malagate, as the only true alien, seems good as the “thumb” of 
the group for that reason, but there is also a curious detail in 
the text of Star King alluding to “thumb” when the avenging 
hero finds Malagate’s underling, Beauty Dasce, has a hidden 
planet he calls “Thumbnail Gulch” (Star King, chapter 9). In 
this way the text links Malagate to Thumb. In folklore the 
thumb does not have an immediate meaning—in American 
culture there is “thumbs up/down” for good/bad, a pointer 
for “me” (thumb to chest), and the hitch-hiker’s gesture … 
come to think of it, Malagate does hitch a ride to the Edenic 
planet in the avenger’s starship.

Falushe as “middle finger” is perfect, while Larque as “ring 
finger” emphasizes the love rather than the pride, but this 
seems fitting as Larque is the most sympathetic of all the 
demon princes.

Hekkus as the forefinger is plausible (a “trigger finger” for 
the “killing machine”), but with Treesong as the little finger, 
things get very interesting.

It is time to examine Treesong’s seven imaginary pala-
dins. In his teenage notebook, “The Book of Dreams,” he lists 
them in a specific order, with “Immir,” the one who repre-
sents Treesong himself, in the middle (The Book of Dreams, 
chapter 1). Each paladin is associated with a color except for 
Immir.

Eia (white)
Rhune (blue)
Rais (black)
Immir (Treesong): “the unpredictable” (no color)
Loris (red)
Mewness (green)
Spangleway (yellow)

These are basic colors, but they do not match the rainbow’s 
spectrum (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet). 
Instead they are colors associated with the days of the week 
in a fairly widespread occult system (c.f. Buckland’s Com-
plete Book of Witchcraft, 2002, “Table 3: Days of the Week”) 
where Sunday is yellow (for the Sun), Monday is white (for 
the Moon), Tuesday is red (for Mars), and so on. 

Sunday: Yellow
Monday: White
Tuesday: Red
Wednesday: Purple
Thursday: Blue
Friday: Green
Saturday: Black

Treesong’s list is not in “weekday” order, instead being 
arranged with abstraction colors (white, blue, black) to one 
side of him and life colors (red, green, yellow) to the other 
side. Within this “days of the week” scheme, the missing 
color/day for “Immir” is purple/Wednesday, which is tied 
to planet Mercury. By a spooky twist, in palmistry the little 
finger is also associated with Mercury.

Mercury seems to be a superb link to Treesong. His char-
acter is clearly “mercurial” in the prosaic sense of his being 
subject to sudden or unpredictable changes of mood or 
mind. The element mercury is associated with madness, 
commonly enough that hatmakers who were frequently 
exposed to mercury in the felting process were prone to 
“Mad Hatter disease.” The god Mercury was also a psycho-
pomp, a messenger to and from the spirit world, and this 
captures Treesong’s weird conversations with the paladins as 
being true (rather than mere madness). In this way, mercury 
embodies Treesong’s flighty, manic behavior as well as both 
sides of the madness/magic question.

This is not the only time Vance has played with the seven 
day pattern: in one of his Gaean Reach novels (Araminta 
Station, chapter 1) he gives the “Metallic Schedule” for the 
Gaean Week, basically showing how each day is named after 
a metal. He neglects to show how this seemingly arbitrary 
(and “culturally neutral”) scheme closely matches up to our 
own week (using the “Chaldean System,” a fairly widespread 
occult system of the Western World): 
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Metallic Schedule: the Gaean Week

Vancean Day Metal Western Day
Ort Iron Tuesday
Tzein Zinc n/a
Ing Lead Saturday
Glimmet Tin Thursday
Verd Copper Friday
Milden Silver Monday
Smollen Gold Sunday

Again we see that the order has been scrambled and notice 
the special treatment meted out to Wednesday where zinc has 
been substituted for quicksilver. This directly matches the 
list of Treesong’s paladins (where the color for Wednesday 
is obscured) and thus appears to be a true Vancean pattern.

So it seems the five demon princes each represent a dif-
ferent finger and a different mental state: Malagate is called 
“the Woe,” which initially seems to be about the sadness he 
causes his victims but in the end is his own; Hekkus is about 
Fear; Falushe focuses on Lust; Larque has his monumental 
Pride; and Treesong is a study of Insanity.

Digit Demon Prince State Notes
Thumb Atell Malagate Woe Pure Art
Forefinger Kokor Hekkus Fear Theater
Middle Finger Viole Falushe Lust Saturnalia
Ring Finger Lens Larque Pride Love
Little Finger Howard Alan Treesong Insanity Mercury

All this brings us to the phrase “five against one,” a slang term 
for male masturbation, famously used by Hemingway in A 
Farewell to Arms (1929). I do not wish to cause embarrass-
ment by painstakingly listing multiple instances where Vance 
alludes to the solitary vice, but I should point to at least a 
couple of cases. The first is rather obscure, involving the 
woman-hating priests of Durdane and their drug-fueled rites 
(tip of the hat to David Langford’s “Cloud Chamber 88” for 
this “jackpot”). The second is somewhat notorious, being the 
title of the second Tschai novel, which proved to be of such 
lingering controversy among the Vance fans that it recently 
was, rather shamefully, retitled as The Wannek.

No doubt this last bit seems like an outrageous stretch, 
even compared to the points before. In closing, I draw atten-
tion to the last paragraph of the Demon Princes, a moment in 
which the avenger responds to the girl’s concern about his 
health: “Quite well. Deflated, perhaps. I have been deserted 
by my enemies. Treesong is dead. The affair is over. I am 
done.” 

Michael Andre-Driussi wrote A Handbook of Vance Space 
(2014), but it is nothing like this.

Darrell Schweitzer 
H.P. Lovecraft and the American 

Stonehenge: Hokum, Pseudo-
archaeology, and the Imagination

America’s Stonehenge! The very name conjures up vistas of 
huge, standing stone circles, almost unimaginable antiquity, 
lost civilizations, and maybe the occasional orgiastic human 
sacrifice, doesn’t it?

It’s obviously supposed to.
The real deal is not quite as impressive as that, but I will 

have to admit that it does not entirely disappoint. And it’s 
got something to do with H.P. Lovecraft. What more could 
you ask?

Lovecraft may have known of the place, although not 
under that name. If he ever visited, he did so privately, since 
it was not open as a tourist attraction until 1958. It was called 
Mystery Hill originally, but, probably because there are 
dozens of Mystery Hills all over America, most of them places 
of natural optical illusions where cars seem to roll uphill, a 
more distinctive name was needed. “America’s Stonehenge” 
better evokes imaginings of a hoary past, and, incidentally, 
sells more tickets. Whether what we see there is authentic is 
one question. Whether this site, a rumor of its existence, or 
similar sites scattered across New England inspired Love-
craft’s fiction is, I think, the more interesting question.

Located in Salem, New Hampshire, not far from but not 
to be confused with the other Salem, America’s Stonehenge 
is a roadside attraction, probably more appropriately listed 
in Weird US (where it is indeed listed) than in any serious 
archaeological text. I visited last July on a suitably gloomy, 
overcast day, which may have helped contribute to the 
eldritch atmosphere. I was there precisely because of the 
alleged Lovecraftian connection, which, curiously enough, 
the fellow at the ticket office/museum did not know about, 
for all it could be a considerable source of publicity.

America’s Stonehenge is on the site of a former farm. 
It occupies a wooded hillside. It is allegedly four thousand 
years old, but scientific difficulties begin immediately, if 
only because William B. Goodwin, the first “researcher” to 
purchase the place in 1937, and especially Frank Glynn, a 
president of the Connecticut Archeological Society in the 
1950s, seemed determined to make the evidence fit their 
conclusions rather than draw their conclusions from the 
evidence. Think of the proverbial Egyptologist who was 
caught filing something off a tomb so the inscriptions 
would fit his theory. At the very least, this is a highly con-
taminated site.

We know that it has been altered and changed over 
the centuries, including some removal of stones in the 
eighteenth century in keeping with the good old Yankee tra-
dition of tax evasion. (There was a tax on quarried stone in 
those days.) Then again, some of the structures have been 
built up. Some may have been used to hide moonshine in 
more recent times.
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What remains is a series of very primitive stone struc-
tures, the largest of them like trenches lined with stones and 
roofed over with more. You can walk into a couple of the 
tunnels or caves. There is the celebrated “altar stone,” which 
does indeed have a sinister-looking groove around the edge, 
and an obvious “drain.” Around it, raised stones are placed 
to mark the movements of the sun, solstices, equinoxes, etc. 
It has been carbon-dated, we are assured. Four thousand 
years old.

At the ticket office/gift shop there is a considerable 
amount of display that tries to convince you that this site 
was built by Phoenicians or Celts or other trans-Atlantic 
peoples—even medieval Templars, for all they are at vari-
ance with the 4,000-year claim. (Well, maybe they worked on 
it later.) We are also told that runaway slaves on the Under-
ground Railroad were hidden here. Why, some of their very 
shackles have been excavated and are on display in a glass 
case. That there could have been slaves hiding hereabouts 
is not impossible, but why they would still be wearing their 
shackles until they got as far as New Hampshire is not 
explained. (If you believe that, why, I have the very dollar that 
George Washington once threw across the Potomac, which 
I will show you for a price. Or would you prefer the third 
thighbone of the Apostle Peter?)

Actually, I think the documentary film shown in the little 
theater opposite the ticket counter may have let the truth slip 
out in a careless moment. There are, apparently, hundreds of 
such constructs around New England, few this elaborate, but 
stone “altars” and “tables” and upturned stones are found all 
over northern Massachusetts and into New Hampshire and 
Vermont. Lovecraft hinted darkly in several stories that these 
were used by Native sorcerers to call down Things from 
the stars in orgiastic rites, and maybe the old New England 
witches had a hand in it too. In “The Thing on the Doorstep” 
we are told that one such complex in Maine even features a 
pit of shoggoths. Well, why not? What’s an eldritch structure 
like that without a pit of shoggoths?

With a little critical thinking, alas, most of America’s 
Stonehenge falls apart. I am far more willing to believe in 
shoggoths than I am that Phoenicians crossed the Atlantic 
and built hundreds of these sites inland and away from 
rivers, then departed without any further trace. Of course 
true believers have manufactured “evidence” including a 
stone with an unconvincing “Punic” inscription on it, which 
is displayed in the gift shop/museum. Those Phoenicians 
must have left all their tools at home, too, because the stones 
in the structures show no evidence of being shaped by any 
means other than banging other stones against them, if they 
are shaped at all, and in real life the Phoenicians were quite 
a bit more advanced than that. (They were, after all, the folks 
who built Carthage.) The Celts, too, were sophisticated metal 
workers.

It’s actually an old, racist assumption at work here. Very 
obviously, what parts of this and other such sites that are 
genuinely ancient were built by Paleolithic natives. Not nec-
essarily the tribes that lived there when the whites arrived in 
the seventeenth century but Native Americans, nevertheless. 
But if they were “savages,” then they couldn’t have built such 

a thing, and therefore Phoenicians or Celts must have done 
it. That they could not have built such a thing shows that they 
were savages and might be exploited. QED.

Similar “logic” used to be applied to Great Zimbabwe in 
Africa. I met a white South African couple in 1990 when 
I was in Rome, on a bus on the way to Pompeii. We got to 
talking because we three were the only English speakers 
present. They were vacationing in Italy because it was one of 
the few countries that would accept an Apartheid-era pass-
port. They seemed to be completely ignorant of the history of 
their own country. They’d never heard of the Monomotapa 
Empire, and of course insisted that the blacks in their neigh-
borhood were just too mentally primitive to conceive of 
building stone structures, so it had to have been done by King 
Solomon or the Egyptians or Arabs, or so forth. Needless to 
say, they had never read Sprague & Catherine de Camp’s Cit-
adels of Mystery (aka Ancient Ruins and Archaeology), which has 
a chapter on Zimbabwe.

But if we acknowledge that the “savages” are just as smart 
as we are and that the ancient Britons were not the only 
people in the world to notice you can place stones to mark 
where the sun rises on certain days, then obviously ancient 
Indians could have done the same, and they must have built 
anything that is authentic at America’s Stonehenge. It occurs 
to me that a simple test should prove the antiquity of these 
stones, if antique they are. In 4000 years the Earth’s axis 
has moved. The stones should all be wrong. Are they? If the 
North Star stone really points at Polaris, then it was placed 
there much more recently. I wonder if anyone has checked 
this. I regret that I did not innocently ask that question while 
I was there.

What about the Lovecraftian connection? For all Lovecraft 
had friends in this area and visited several times, it is not clear 
that he ever beheld this particular spot. But he didn’t have 
to. That does not matter. That the alleged “archeological site” 
serves up a large degree of hokum, is likewise irrelevant. It 
does matter that Lovecraft was aware of at least similar sites, 
and he was, as Andrew Rothovius pointed out in his “H.P. 
Lovecraft and the New England Megaliths” (in The Dark 
Brotherhood, Arkham House, 1966), certainly the first writer 
to make use of them in fiction. This is how fiction differs 
from science. You don’t have to be right; you just have to be 
entertaining. You are allowed to fabricate, elaborate, and lie. 
Good hokum is grist for the proverbial mill.

Let your imagination run. Ignore the pseudoscience and 
the fake “Templar stone” in the gift shop and even the weirdly 
unlikely alpaca habitat outside, which enables tourists to coo 
at the cute critters if they get tired of looking at stones. What 
is exciting about all this, what must have excited Lovecraft 
too, is an appreciation that the New England landscape is 
ancient and as littered with mysterious traces of lost peoples 
as are, say, Arthur Machen’s Welsh hills or, for that matter 
Salisbury Plain. There are secrets to be unearthed.

Of course the site was used to call down Yog Sothoth from 
the stars. Only in the early twentieth century did Wizard 
Whateley manage to duplicate the procedure, among the 
standing stones on Sentinel Hill outside of Dunwich. 
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Darrell Schweitzer’s talents as choirmaster at the recent Necro-
nomicon got his picture on The New Yorker’s web site—see 
“Croissants with Cthulhu” by Stephanie Gorton Murphy, <www.
newyorker.com/books/page-turner/croissants-with-cthulhu>.
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Alice Mills 
Revisiting Elfland with Dunsany, Farmer, and Holt

Lord Dunsany, Yeats, and Lady Gregory reintroduced into 
British literature the mediaeval concept of Elfland as a place 
of power, where time passes (if at all) at a different rate from 
the world of mortal men and women; a place to which humans 
are allured or abducted, only to find that years or centuries 
have passed in our world while they have experienced only a 
day or two among the elves. This Elfland is a realm inhabited 
by human-sized, near-immortal beings and ruled over most 
often by a queen of supernatural beauty. It has been taken up 
as a trope of fantasy quest fiction in the twentieth century, 
most notably by Tolkien, and the tradition continues into the 
twenty-first century. It has been common enough to warrant 
inclusion in Diana Wynne Jones’s Tough Guide to Fantasyland.

While the parameters of Elfland are generally drawn 
clearly enough for the purposes of each fantasy tale, three 
of Elfland’s reimaginers, Lord Dunsany himself and more 
recently Tom Holt and Nancy Farmer, have run themselves 
into peculiar difficulties in dealing with the matter of elven 
parentage. Parentage would seem to be a simple enough issue 
in high fantasy (it can become more vexed in science fiction 
dealing with cloning and time travel): the author decides on 
a character’s parentage, if germane to the story, and reveals 
it at the first introduction of that character or surprises the 
reader with it partway through. It is quite clear in Tolkien’s 
trilogy, for example, who is full elf and who part-elven. For 
Dunsany, Holt, and Farmer, however, the question of elven 
parentage becomes more confusing the more closely it is 
scrutinized by the reader. In each of these cases, the trouble 
can be diagnosed as an oddly slippery doubling of charac-
ters, such that visiting Elfland becomes perilous not only for 
the stories’ human visitors but also for the coherence of the 
stories themselves.

Among these Elfland fantasies, The King of Elfland’s Daughter 
provides the clearest example of problematic doubling. Dun-
sany’s version of Elfland largely conforms to its mediaeval 
model in that it is a realm of near-immortal, human-sized 
elves, in this case ruled over by a king, and where time holds 
no sway. When the human lord, Alveric, invades to win an 
elven bride, only a few hours pass while he fights the guardian 
trees and sentinels, wins the princess, and flees back with her 
to his own domain, but meanwhile over a decade has gone 
by in the world of men (very few female characters are men-
tioned, so Dunsany’s formulation is quite appropriate).

The timeless serenity of this Elfland is an outer manifesta-
tion of the king’s contentment. As such, Elfland doubles for 
the Christian heaven as mentioned in the novel as the blissful 
home for good human souls, and the king is a lesser, not alto-
gether omnipotent, version of God the father. The king’s ability 
to sustain its serenity is finite, for once he has used up the last 
of the three great magic runes at his command (as he does to 
ease the heart of his distressed daughter), Elfland is doomed to 
diminish slowly to mere fable. Elfland is thus a rather feeble 
double for the Christian heaven, itself called into question by 
the unpleasant Freer’s self-righteous damning of all outside 
his narrow faith (his name has a double meaning, punning on 
“friar” and “free-er” the one who frees, while his unloving com-
mands only restrict and confine). Elfland’s blissful serenity is 
also called into question in its own right when Dunsany varies 
his description by terming it “the listless apathy of unchanging 
ages” (148). As the timeless, gloriously serene realm of the 
elves, then, Dunsany’s Elfland is problematic.

In the course of the novel, a still more problematic dou-
bling develops. Elfland as the timeless domain of unaging 
elves is replaced by Elfland as the domain of time regained by 
mortal men. When the king causes the boundaries of Elfland 
to retreat in order to prevent Alveric from reentering, the 
wasteland left behind is strewn with items that human beings 
once cherished—a beloved old toy, a beloved tree now dead 
and gone in the human world. Later, when the king advances 
the frontier to subsume most of Alveric’s domain in order to 
restore to his daughter the husband and son for whom she 
yearns, the human inhabitants of that domain discover them-
selves not in a world of elves, trolls, and unicorns but back in 
their long-lost past.

Already the old leather-worker in his cottage across the 
fields, looking out of his window to see if his well were 
frozen, saw a May morning of fifty years ago and his 
wife gathering lilac; for Elfland had beaten Time away 
from his garden. (237)

Unfortunately for the novel’s coherence, Dunsany has already 
stated that humans who die in our world go to a Christian 
afterlife, and so the power of this scene is diminished: at this 
point his Elfland is in serious danger of dwindling to a nos-
talgic fable, to mere human wish fulfillment at the expense of 
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its own elvenness (to coin a phrase).
Equally difficult to reconcile are Dunsany’s statements 

about elven and human parentage. Orion is the son of the 
(fully human) Alveric and the king of Elfland’s daughter, and 
he is explicitly stated to be half-elven (216). Contradicting 
this is the statement that the king of Elfland took a human 
wife, presumably the mother of his daughter, who is now 
long dead, having revisited the domain of men often enough 
to age and die (mysteriously, there is no reincarnation for her 
in Elfland). In this case the king’s daughter must herself be 
half-elven. If Orion as half-elf (or rather, quarter-elf) is drawn 
equally to both worlds, as Dunsany states, Princess Lirazel’s 
failure over several years to come to terms with human ways 
of thinking and mores does not ring quite true.

It would have been very easy for Dunsany to avoid the 
problem by simply omitting a few sentences (173). What is 
gained by mentioning the dead human wife as an explanation 
for the absence of any other elven family members besides 
the king and his daughter? When he has brought her back to 
Elfland, using up the second of his runes of power to do so, 
the pair sit together, daughter on father’s lap, while at least ten 
years go by in the domain of men. This tableau of grownup 
daughter seated endlessly on her father’s lap while he seeks to 
distract her from yearning for Alveric and their son is some-
what disturbing. Even if connotations of incestuous fixation 
are set aside, the tableau suggests an attempt by the father to 
make his daughter regress to a more infantile dependency on 
him, on the serenity he exudes, on the delights and distrac-
tions of what he offers her in the outer world of Elfland.

These attempts to cause regression fail, but the king’s 
spending of his final rune to bring his daughter what she 
most desires, her husband and son, results, as I have argued, 
in a more inclusive regression in which all the humans now 
absorbed into Elfland are gifted with their lost loves (whether 
adult dead wives or childhood toys). It was probably wise of 
Dunsany to end the novel at this point rather than go on to 
explore just how these living human beings take to Elfland’s 
serene calm and just what kind of consciousness animates 
these resurrected dead. On the available evidence, just as 
Lirazel found it impossible to adapt to human ways, it seems 
likely that the parliament of Erl, so eager for their village to 
win earthly fame, will not easily be contented with assimi-
lation into Elfland; nor will Alveric, so careful to follow the 
Freer’s religion, easily relinquish Christian ways; nor will 
Orion, the hunter of unicorns, easily succumb to Elfland’s 
changelessness—not to mention the likely fate of all Elf-
land’s huntable animals. It is only as a wish-fulfillment tale’s 
unquestionably happy ending that this conclusion works, yet 
the parallel between Lirazel among humans and the humans 
in Elfland, like all the novel’s other doublings, perplexes 
rather than settles doubts.

Tom Holt’s Little People also deals with movement between 
the domain of human beings and an Elfland where time 
passes at different rates; Little People also raises perplexing 
issues of elven parentage and also ends with regression. Even 
so, I think it unlikely that Holt is specifically parodying The 
King of Elfland’s Daughter. Holt has written numerous parodic 
fantasies with a host of targets, and he is very careful to give 

clear clues as to those targets by embedding quotations or 
naming his characters after relevant figures in literature, 
myth, fairy tale, and operetta. There is no such borrowing 
from Dunsany’s novel here, though Holt could easily have 
thrown in a mention of the horns of Elfland blowing (as he 
does, just for fun, in his next book, The Portable Door [146]). 
Rather, in Little People, it is the well-established fantasy trope 
of Elfland that he offers comic variations upon, not Dun-
sany’s particular version. Nevertheless it is odd that Holt, 
generally so skillful a comic writer, so careful to work logi-
cally through the permutations of his characters’ plights, so 
deft with the timing of each surprise and discomfiture, gets 
so much wrong in this novel and also, that so many of these 
problems have parallels in Dunsany’s novel.

Regression is Little People’s best joke. Throughout, the 
main character and focus, Mike, portrays himself as loser and 
victim, bullied by his unpleasant stepfather, Daddy George, 
who has discovered a way to entice elves (human-sized, very 
long-lived denizens of Elfland) to the human world, shrink 
them, and use them as slave labor in his shoe factory. Mike 
takes eventual revenge on his stepfather by shrinking him to 
an even smaller size and transporting him to Elfland where 
he is condemned to a long life suffering the indignities of 
being treated as a cute, tiny pet, a living doll. Regression to 
minute size, to baby cuteness, to helpless dependency, is reg-
istered with horror in the stepfather’s mind, but he is unable 
to act on this awareness: a far nastier version of the absorp-
tion into Elfland that Alveric’s people undergo at the end of 
The King of Elfland’s Daughter.

Earlier in Little People, the stepfather’s parentage has been 
problematized. Mike can see elves in the human world, and 
the reader is informed that no human can see elves: it soon 
becomes clear that Mike is half-elven, son of a human mother 
and an elf-father, now replaced by a human stepfather. Yet 
when Mike first spots an elf in the garden, his stepfather 
instantly realizes what is happening and lets slip that he 
knows elves have green faces. This ought to mean that the 
stepfather is also half-elven. Another of the rules of elf-life is 
that only close kin can kill an elf. When Mike encounters a 
second elf, an escapee from the stepfather’s enslavement, he 
kills this elf by falling on him and crushing his chest. Surely, 
then, this must be Mike’s long-lost elf-father whom he has just 
now accidentally killed, adding parricide to the long list of his 
failings. It comes as more than a surprise when the stepfather 
eventually confesses to killing the elf-father, jealous of the 
love he had once enjoyed with Mike’s mother. These father-
figures are not close kin but are rather totally unrelated by 
species. If the stepfather’s confession is believed, not only is a 
rule of elf-life called seriously into question but the mystery of 
who, exactly, Mike killed is left unresolved. Among the book’s 
elf characters there are no candidates for close kin except for 
the father, and the anomaly is not resolved.

There is, however, a way to justify the stepfather’s con-
fession to some extent (leaving the identity of the dead elf 
dangling). Daddy George and the elf-father are counterparts 
of one another. In the worlds of Little People, every human 
being has an elf counterpart. According to Holt all Elfland 
elves are happy because they can fast forward their lives 
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through periods of boredom and pain. Contrariwise, all 
humans are said to be wretched because they have to experi-
ence every moment of their lives. Such counterparts could be 
accounted the closest of kin, the same people but different.

The counterpart rules do not bear close scrutiny. As well as 
each human having an elven counterpart, the two worlds are 
geographically coterminous, the same but different. It would 
seem likely, given that elves live far longer than their human 
counterparts, that Elfland would be far more crowded than 
its human equivalent, yet those few places that Mike visits 
in Elfland seem quite empty (notably the Elfland equivalent 
of Mike’s school). All the elves encountered in Elfland are 
indeed cheerful, but not all the human beings are depicted as 
wretchedly unhappy. The rules also raise extremely awkward 
questions of agency. Must all elves form sexual liaisons and 
breed in parallel with their human counterparts (or vice 
versa)? Another rule is that any elf or human entering the 
other world must emerge close to their counterpart—which, 
given the geographical oneness of the worlds, must mean 
that the counterpart must lack agency in locating herself or 
himself in just the right place.

Another of the rules of Holt’s Elfland is that if two coun-
terparts do meet, they must stay close together until one dies. 
Only a few steps’ distance and the worlds will start to disinte-
grate. This proves a useful rule to engineer the last of Mike’s 
failures in the novel. After a series of relationship calamities, 
he has brought his difficult girlfriend, Cruella, to Elfland to 
demonstrate the truth of all he has told her. A happy ending 
seems imminent until she meets her counterpart. Rather than 
condemn the two to an extremely close, unfriendly coexis-
tence in order to save the world, Mike claims not to love his 
girlfriend, so breaking the sameness/opposition between the 
counterparts but losing his girlfriend. One problem with this 
scene is that it implies the impossibility of any individual 
elf or human developing beyond this basic sameness/oppo-
sition, since it takes Mike’s intervention to differentiate the 
pair. A more confounding problem with this rule is that much 
earlier in the novel the stepfather has met his counterpart, the 
elf-father, visiting our world in search of his beloved (Mike’s 
mother) and has enslaved him. Clearly the distance between 
the two increases to more than a few steps, yet no world-
shattering earthquakes start to occur. Eventually Holt offers 
a lame explanation that the stepfather is a genius, recognized 
the problem at once (though no warning signs of the end of 
the world are mentioned), instantly invented a solution and 
somehow manufactured the needed gadget, while “the five 
per cent of him [elf-Daddy] on the other side helped stabilize 
the whole mess a little” (235). This is utterly unconvincing, as 
is the eventual explanation given for the stepfather’s ability to 
see elves—he manufactured special contact lenses for himself.

The role of Mike’s mother in this story also demands and 
repays scrutiny. She is alive but far from active in the story of 
Mike’s misfortunes. She has no speaking role and operates, if 
at all, merely as the stepfather’s supporter in his treatment of 
Mike. While she played a central role in events leading up to 
the start of the novel (being transported by Father Christmas 
to Elfland, enjoying a romance with the elf who fathered 
Mike, and then returning to our world), she is a cipher in the 

plot of Little People. Little is said about her except for two con-
tradictory statements. When the stepfather first admits his 
enslavement of elves as domestic drudges and the factory’s 
labor force, he says that the mother knows about this, yet later 
he insists on her ignorance. It is perhaps to preserve the pos-
sibility that she is ignorant that Holt creates another anomaly 
in his plot: Mike frees all the elves from the shoe factory but 
ignores the plight of those still in bondage in the house and 
garden; in fact he does not return home ever after his first dis-
appearance into Elfland, keeping his mother ignorant of his 
still being alive. Mike’s reception in Elfland as savior of the 
imprisoned elves thus rings hollow. As with the conundrum 
of Princess Lirazel’s parentage, Holt’s problems here could 
easily have been avoided by cutting out a sentence or two.

Problematic parentage and doublings are also obvious in 
Farmer’s Saxon trilogy, set in medieval northwestern Europe, 
its characters including Vikings, Christians, Picts, trolls, hob-
goblins, and elves. The first pages of all three volumes provide 
a cast of characters indicating the species of each. Consulting 
these lists, the reader is left in no doubt that the central char-
acter and focus, Jack, his parents, and his little sister Lucy are 
all human. In the second volume, however, much of the plot 
is driven by Jack’s father’s disclosure that his human baby 
daughter had been abducted (by hobgoblins, it turns out, 
who raised the baby, Hazel, as one of them) and replaced by a 
remarkably lovely and beguiling baby (Lucy, later identified 
as elven, daughter of the Elven Queen). Perhaps the inaccu-
racy in the character listing in this second volume could be 
excused on the grounds that Farmer is planning to surprise 
the reader with these revelations, but no such excuse is tenable 
for the listing of Lucy as human in the third volume. By now 
she has been unequivocally identified as an elven princess. In 
hindsight from the end of this third book, it seems very odd 
that the local bard has failed to recognize her as elven, given 
his admission that he had been allured to Elfland and spent a 
year there as consort of the Queen. Lucy has long manifested 
the elves’ characteristic supernatural beauty and ability to 
allure, their lack of empathy and dedication to selfish plea-
sure-seeking, yet none of this casts any doubt on her species 
until the father confesses that she is a changeling.

There is, then, a clash between two versions of Lucy: 
Lucy-as-human, according to the character lists, the bard, 
and the father’s sustained lie, and Lucy-as-elf, according to 
most of what is said about her in books 2 and 3. This dif-
ficult doubling is made worse by Farmer’s initial statement 
about her: “because, at age five, she had always been loved, 
she loved everyone back” (3). This cannot be true of Lucy-
as-elf, for elves are explicitly said to be incapable of love. 
Nor is it true of Lucy-as-human for many pages of book 1 
(in which there is no reason for the reader to suspect her of 
elfhood), for she immediately starts behaving as a spoiled, 
demanding brat, incapable of comprehending and acting on 
anyone’s interests but her own. Overall, books 1 and 2 hesi-
tate between presenting Lucy as fully elven, a sociopath by 
human standards, seeking nothing but her own pleasure just 
like her kin, and depicting her as an increasingly troubled 
human child. Lucy-as-human is obsessed with what Freud 
called the family romance, the story she insists on that she is 
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really the daughter of a queen, not of the peasant farmer and 
his wife (for Lucy-as-elf, it turns out that this family romance 
is the literal truth). In book 1, where there is no reason for 
the reader to suspect that she is elven, Lucy’s obsession with 
her claimed royal parentage is understood by her brother 
Jack as bordering on insanity, inexplicably encouraged by 
their father. Lucy is at her most human when, kidnapped and 
enslaved along with Jack by Viking berserkers, she admits to 
him that she is using the royal parentage story as a survival 
tactic to comfort herself in the face of current ill-treatment 
and horrors likely to come. After she is acknowledged as 
an Elven princess, however, the alluring, pleasure-driven 
version of Lucy prevails.

By book 3, then, Lucy’s doubling as loving and loveless 
human child (book 1) and as human and elf (book 2) has 
almost entirely been resolved into Lucy-as-elf. These dou-
blings are now replaced by the doubling of Lucy with Hazel, 
Lucy’s double as Jack’s sister, true daughter by blood of the 
peasant and his wife. Abducted in infancy by hobgoblins and 
brought up by loving hobgoblin parents, Hazel is wretched 
to discover that she is not hobgoblin by birth (as opposed to 
Lucy’s delight in finding that she is in truth an elven prin-
cess). Whereas Lucy was accepted as human but actually a 
changeling from another species, Hazel has the attributes of 
the changeling (deformity, odd behaviors) in the eyes of the 
townsfolk but is actually the human child for whom Lucy 
was exchanged. Whereas in the human village Lucy was 
extraordinarily lovely and charmed almost everyone, Hazel 
is now seen as grotesque and monstrous by almost all, since 
she behaves just like a hobgoblin rather than a human. Lucy 
learns little or nothing about herself and can acknowledge no 
mistakes, offers no love (apart from that baffling introduc-
tory sentence), and is heedless of the love given to her. Hazel 
is her double and opposite in all these respects.

As with the ending of Dunsany’s novel, Farmer’s trilogy 
concludes with problematic changelessness. While Jack has 
matured and passed the test to enter wizards’ school, at home 
the sister always favored over him has been replaced by her 
human counterpart (rather younger, as her aging has been 
slowed by life with the hobgoblins). Hazel’s future happiness 
is doubtful if she stays in the human world. She is not con-
demned to a very long life of infantile cuteness like Holt’s 
Daddy George nor gifted with a very long life of imposed 
serenity like Dunsany’s humans but is loathed and avoided 
as a freak—likely to be a lifelong plight, as no efforts on her 
part are successful in changing her parents’ or neighbors’ 
revulsion. The unchanging disgust of almost all who come 
to know her amounts to a social prison as painful as Daddy 
George’s daily humiliations. Her plight can be read, along 
with Lucy’s eventual extinction as a soulless elf, as the story’s 
revenge on the nasty little sister so unjustly favored over 
Jack. This is not to argue that Jack deliberately caused either 
outcome (Farmer is most careful to show how blameless he 
is) but to note the implications of the peasant children’s dou-
blings at start and end of the novel. The nasty sister is both 
denied heaven’s bliss (unless she makes the unlikely effort to 
gain a soul) and given a bleak future life on earth, with the 
likelihood of endless rejection as a freak, while the promises 

of Jack’s life keep being fulfilled.
All three of these authors express reservations about the 

delights of Elfland. Dunsany only once admits to a problem 
with his Elfland’s “listless apathy,” but Farmer is emphatic 
about the emptiness of Elfland’s ceaseless and unchanging 
devotion to pleasure and Holt forthright about the elves’ 
methods of achieving happiness (by skipping the more 
boring and painful aspects of life). For all, Elfland excludes 
not only the agency of time but complexity and development 
of psyche in its inhabitants. Dunsany’s father-king manu-
factures serenity for his people, sustained by his fixation on 
his daughter. Holt’s elven counterparts lack agency. Farm-
er’s elves can develop souls only by painful renunciation and 
life-long effort in the human world. Part of the trouble each 
author encounters in relating the interplay between time-
bound humans and timeless elves is the pull between quest 
(necessitating time to pass and development to occur) and 
Elfland’s power over time, freezing development, main-
taining the status quo. Thus parentage becomes a difficulty, 
as the passage of time needed for pregnancy and growing 
from babyhood is hardly reconcilable with Elfland’s stasis; 
thus love becomes a difficulty, for Elfland’s stasis equates love 
with stuckness (as in Dunsany’s king and his daughter); thus 
human punishment takes the form of unchanging bliss (as in 
Holt’s step-father as cute baby doll).

This is not to say that the human world governed by time is 
idealized in any of these Elfland fantasies. Farmer is less than 
optimistic about most people’s ability to change within the 
world of time as witnessed by the general condemnation of 
Hazel; the Parliament of Erl is a collection of foolish mortals 
set on a vain goal in Dunsany’s work; Holt’s humans are argu-
ably as lacking in agency as their elf counterparts. Part of 
the trouble with these fantasies is thus the failure of char-
acters to develop on either side, elf or human: not only the 
judgmental Freer, target of Dunsany’s satire, but the hunter 
Orion; not only the judgmental humans rejecting Hazel in 
Farmer’s third volume but Jack the quester, carefully divested 
of responsibility; not only the unchangingly nasty stepfather 
in Holt’s comic fantasy but Mike, getting a little more asser-
tive as the story goes on but unable to salvage the wreck of 
his human life. In the end, the most potent doubling in these 
works is that between Elfland and the human domain. It is 
the similarities, not the differences, that best define them and 
to the most dismaying effect. 

Alice Mills professes at Federation University, Ballarat, Victoria.
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Screed letters of
comment(          )

D. Douglas Fratz, Gaithersburg, Maryland
Just read the June issue (NYRSF #322) and wanted 

to comment on Eric Schaller’s article on the scientific 
implausibilities in Paolo Bacigalupi’s fine novel, The 
Windup Girl. Schaller does a good job of explicating 
a few of the many instances of lapses in science and 
logic. Among those I found most notable was the 
assumption that a large mammal could be the most 
efficient way to convert food (i.e., chemical energy) 
to mechanical energy (i.e., kinetic energy), which is 
ridiculous to those of us in the physical sciences. But 
the novel is set in a third-world culture that has been 
using large animals for mechanical labor for many 
centuries, so it feels right. I did not object so much 
to the apparent blunder, “calories to joules,” because 
it is clear when used as a colloquialism; laymen often 
use calories to mean the energy in food while kinetic 
energy is more often referred to as the metric system 
unit joules. If the characters aren’t scientists, calo-
ries to joules makes perfect sense. I also give a pass 
to the assumption that genetic organisms could be 
trade secrets. Of course, they need to be patented 
instead. (Certain processes needed to make them 
might be protectable as trade secrets, but their actual 
gene sequences? Of course not.) But the choice to 
have the evil agribusinesses seek to keep secrets (as 
opposed to legally protecting their patents) is emo-
tionally and thematically more effective.

The kinds of flaws Schaller explicates would be a 
major problem if The Windup Girl were hard science 
fiction. But it is not hard sf and does not pretend to 
be. One of the things I have come to accept over 
more than 50 years of sf—as a commentator who 
is also a scientist—is that many of the best science 
fiction books are not hard science fiction, and they 
do not need to be. A planet that is a single desert 
ecosystem (Dune’s Arrakis)? A planet that is one big 
Manhattan (Foundation’s Trantor)? Examples are per-
vasive throughout the history of sf. The verisimilitude 
of these works comes from emotional and thematic 
logic, not rational or scientific logic. Bacigalupi’s 
work has excellent emotional logic and thematic 
consistency; it just feels right. I will always love hard 
science fiction best, but I’ve found that it is important 
to also appreciate visionary and emotionally effective 
science fiction and fantasy that effectively uses other 
tropes than scientific facts and logic.

Eric Schaller responds:

I think D. Douglas Fratz and I are largely in accord about 
the rewards of a good entertaining sf novel, some-
thing that great novels like Frank Herbert’s Dune offer 
in abundance. SF novels by their nature as fiction will 
transgress scientific rigor at times. My concern with 
Paolo Bacigalupi’s The Windup Girl is that its scientific 
transgressions and mistakes have been largely over-
looked in previous reviews. The novel has repeatedly 
been used as an example of “mundane” sf with the resul-
tant assumption that its science is accurately presented. 
As such it is being interpreted as a “hard” sf novel with 
the concomitant assumption that the biological sciences 
are being treated in a rigorous fashion, a mischaracter-
ization with which Fratz and I are in agreement. I may 
be overly concerned with the potential effects of scien-
tific misinformation, but in an era where parents refuse 
to vaccinate their children based on a demonstrably 
false meme, the negative effect of a fiction on society 
has some historical validity. I also think that a better, 
more honest novel could be written by incorporating the 
same society-spanning characters and concepts found 
in The Windup Girl and hewing more closely to scien-
tific reality.
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Welcome to our twenty-eighth year. We’re behind schedule 
again (helped in no small part by a leaking water heater 
and other household mishaps). I have some hope that the 
October issue will be closer to on-time, though it will 
be tough to hit it exactly; however, the November issue 
should get us back on track even with the World Fantasy 
Convention at the beginning of the month, because the 
Thanksgiving weekend will give me uninterrupted time to 
work on the magazine. Here’s hoping.

Over the last few months we’ve had a number of major 
articles about scientific errors in our fiction—not only the 
long-running series on medical errors by Drs. Kovacs and 
MacDonald, but also Eric Schaller’s article on Paolo Baci-
galupi’s The Windup Girl in the June issue and, of course, 
the first two articles on Kim Stanley Robinson’s Aurora in 
this very issue. I’m happy with all of these articles, because 
I enjoy learning things (that’s one of the driving pleasures 
of science fiction, after all), but I do have some comments 
about them collectively.

Scientific accuracy has never been the most impor-
tant quality of a science fiction story—or at least it hasn’t 
been since Wells grabbed the reins of sf and flew to the 
moon and the crab-haunted beaches of the dying sun. 
While Gernsback tried to yoke scientifiction to amateur 
electronics, his magazine was never as successful as Weird 
Tales or Astounding. The Golden Age of science fiction 
began with A. E. van Vogt’s “Black Destroyer” and for a 
decade after, his hallucinatory, science-flavored inventive-
ness, unburdened by sense or coherence, was enormously 
successful. He was consistently one of the most popular 
and respected writers in the Astounding stable, ostensibly 
the home of “rigorous” science fiction.

My point isn’t that scientific accuracy is unimportant; 

if it were, we wouldn’t have run all these articles. I simply 
don’t want to overemphasize it. I’m delighted that we 
have Jonathan Strahan’s appreciation to accompany the 
Benford and Baxter (et al.) articles: Aurora is an important 
novel even if the science doesn’t hang together perfectly—
a point that Baxter and company make several times as 
well.

Our focus at NYRSF has always on the strengths and 
weaknesses of good works, because it’s more important to 
help good works rise above the noise than it is to shove 
bad works back down into it. But talking about the weak-
nesses helps the next round of works be even better.

(For a wonderful take on Verne versus Wells, go see this 
installment of Hark, A Vagrant: <www.harkavagrant.com/
index.php?id=231>.)

On a completely different note, a re-formed (and reformed) 
version of the Lunarians are in the process of resurrecting 
Lunacon, the long-running New York regional sf fan con-
vention. They are fundraising a small pile of seed money to 
help get going again and I recommend that if you can, you 
should toss them a few bucks through the Save Lunacon 
Indiegogo campaign: <www.indiegogo.com/projects/
save-lunacon-for-2016>.

Finally, as mentioned, several of us will be at the World 
Fantasy Convention in Saratoga Springs, New York, the 
first week of November <www.wfc2015.org>. We hope to 
see many of you there; the last WFC in Saratoga Springs 
was a delight.  

—Kevin J. Maroney  
and the editors 
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